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PREFACE
It has been more than half a century since the
United States Senate rejected the League of Nations.

The

responsibility for the league's defeat is often placed in
the hands of a few willful Senators.*
high among these men.

Hiram Johnson ranks

As one of the major political

figures during the early part of the twentieth century,
Johnson served the public from 1910 until his death in
1945.

The first Governor of California to be reelected

for a second term (1910-1916), he was considered one of
the most progressive politicians in the country.
As Theodore Roosevelt's running mate in the Bull
Moose campaign of 1912, Johnson fought for progressive
ideals in America.

With a sincere desire to serve the

public,Johnson successfully ran for the United States
Senate in 1916.
politics.

Until his death he never left national

Twice a major candidate for the presidency,

he was always deeply involved in the major issues of the
day.
The League of Nations controversy was not only one
of the greatest issues this nation has faced, but it was
probably the high point of Johnson's career.

As Wilson's

*See,for example, Alan Cranston, The Killing of the
Peace (New York: Viking Press, 1945), p. ix»

most formidable foe on the stump, Johnson played a signif
icant role in the defeat of the Covenant.

He undertook

part of the task of educating an uninformed population of
the arguments of the opposition.

Unfortunately, most

historians have given only scant attention to Johnson's
contribution.

Most histories concentrate instead on

Wilson or on the debates in the Senate.
President Wilson's "swing around the circle" is
mentioned in almost every history of the period.

Johnson,

his opponent during the tour, is almost entirely ignored.
Newspapers, however, found the controversy to be one of the
most exciting debates since the Civil War.
Bulletin asserted:

The San Francisco

"The President's running debate with

Hiram Johnson and other Senators hostile to the League of
Nations transcends in public interest any great forensic
encounter since the memorable Lincoln-Douglas battle."

2

Johnson was probably one of the most successful
orators during the League of Nations controversy. His
own colleagues described him as the most effective
3
anti-treaty orator before large audiences.
His September
and October stump, which followed closely on the heels of
the President, stands as a monument to his persuasive

23an

Francisco Bulletin, 9 September 1919.

3Ralph

Stone, The Irreconcilables (Lexington:
University Press of Kentucky, 1970), p. 131.

vii
abilities.

During these two months he excited thousands

of people with his speeches.
The purpose of this work is to* contribute to a
greater understanding of Hiram W« Johnson and his role in
the League of Nations controversy through an analysis of
the stump speaking tour in which he followed President
Wilson across the country in 1919.

Arthur Brisbane has

aptly labeled Johnson's tour his "persuade the people
campaign."4
The first chapter describes Johnson's early
speaking career until his election to the Senate in 1916.
The second chapter provides an understanding of the
incidents which led to Johnson's opposition to the League
of Nations and his subsequent speaking tour in 1919. The
third chapter is an analysis and description of the early
part of his tour.

It evaluates his speaking from the time

he opened his attack in Chicago, September 10, 1919, to
his final address before returning to the Senate from
Minneapolis and St. Paul, September 20, 1919. The final
chapter is a description of the second part of his
speaking campaign.

It includes an analysis of his speeches

in his home state and provides a final summary of his
speaking role during the controversy.
^Arthur Brisbane, New York American, 12 September
1919, in Johnson Papers, Bancroft Lxnrary, University of
California, Berkeley.

CHAPTER I
JOHNSON'S EARLY CAREERI

THE

RELUCTANT POLITICIAN
Between 1900 and 1920, Hiram W, Johnson rose
from a position as a small-town lawyer to a prominent
leadership role in the United States Senate.

His rise

in politics was a direct result of his rhetorical ability.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief sketch
of Johnson's early speaking career leading up to his role
as Senator and one of the main opponents of Wilson and
the League of Nations.
A full understanding of Johnson would not be
complete without a short discussion of his father, Grove,
from whom he gained many of his political and rhetorical
skills.

E. Ray Nichols suggests that Grove Johnson

"had left Syracuse, New York, for reasons of health and
settled in Sacramento."1

Irving McKee, however, suggests

that there may have been other reasons for his flight from
New York.

First, he left New York in 1863 when many men

were leaving the east to avoid the Civil War.

1E.

Secondly,

Ray Nichols, "An Investigation of the
Contributions of the Public Speaking of Hiram W. Johnson
to His Political Career" (Ph.D. dissertation, University
of Southern California, 1948), p. 3.

2
and probably more importantly, as a lawyer and school
commissioner in Syracuse, he "had been indicted for
falsifying endorsements on two promissory notes of
$250 each."

After setting up his legal practice in

Sacramento, he paid off his debts in New York and,
subsequently, the criminal charges were dismissed.
Johnson's father was described as having "quick
intelligence and ready delivery."4

With this ability

Grove Johnson was able to involve himself in California
politics for almost forty years, from 1871 to 1910.
Grove's political career began after he ran unsuccessfully
for the state Senate as a Democrat in 1871 and 1875.

He

switched to the Republican party and successfully ran for
5
the Assembly in 1877.

His son's career was even more

successful,
Hiram W. Johnson was born on September 2, 1866,
in Sacramento, California.6

He graduated from Sacramento

High School at the age of sixteen.

He then worked in his

father's law office for about a year as a stenographer.
In 1884 he was granted admission to the University of
California.7

During the three years that Hiram attended

2lrving

McKee, "The Background and Early Career of
Hiram Warren Johnson, 1866-1910," Pacific Historical Review,
XIX (1950), 17.
^Ibid.

4lbid.

Ibid., 17—18.

^Nichols, p. 3.
7Howard

Helendy and Benjamin Gilbert, The Governors
of California (Georgetown, Ca.s Talisman Press, 1965), p. 307.

3
the University he pitched for the baseball team and was
elected editor of the Blue and Gold, the junior yearbook.
It was while he was at the University that he first
demonstrated leadership qualities.

As Nichols has written,

his "aggressiveness brought forth from other students the
O
remarkt 'A freshman is boss of the whole university.*"
He was never able to accept the position as editor,
however, because he left school during his junior year
g
to marry Minnie McNeal.
Within a short time Johnson's
family had grown.
a daughter.

Johnson and his wife had two sons and

After leaving the University he "went to work

in his father's law office as a shorthand reporter while
he studied fox* the bar."*®

In 1888 Johnson was admitted

to the California bar and joined into partnership with his
older brother Albert and with his father.11
Politically Johnson gained his first experience
with campaigning in 1894 when he and his brother managed
12

their father's first successful campaign for Congress.

Johnson's first major public address was probably given in

^Nichols, p. 4.
®Robert S. Johnson, "Senator Hiram Johnson and
American Foreign Relations" (Master's thesis, University
of California, Berkeley, 1945), p. 2.
10Ibid.
11George

E. Mowry, The California Progressives
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1951), p. 112.
12Ibid.

4
1893 when, as the Sacramento Bee described t

"the well-

known and brilliant young lawyer of this city"

delivered

a Memorial Day oration at the Metropolitan Theater.13
In 1896 Grove Johnson was renominated by his party
to run for reelection.'1'1

His two sons, however, "advised

him against a try for reelection on the grounds that his
lack of faith with the people of California and his support
of the Southern Pacific made his defeat inevitable,"

1

Even though Johnson voted for his father as a delegate to
16
the Republican county and district convention,
he and
his brother refused to take an active part in their
father's campaign.17

This caused a break between Grove

Johnson and his sons.

The partnership was dissolved,.

Both Hiram and his brother set up legal practices in
Sacramento.

Their father moved his legal practice to

San Francisco the following year.

From that time on

Grove Johnson and Hiram Johnson found themselves on
opposite sides of the political fence.

Hiram was

considered a progressive and a reformer while his father
was considered part of the Southern Pacific Railroad
political machine which at the time controlled California
,

18

politics.

13McKee,

p. 20.

^Ibid., p. 21.

1^Mowry,

p. 112.

1

KcKee, p. 21,

1'Howry,

p» 112.

1

McKee, p. 21,

6

Several years after the first incident, during the
San Francisco graft prosecutions of 1907-1909, Johnson
"enhanced his reputation for pugnacity 'by exchanging blows
with an attorney for the defense, and was fined $25 by
the court," 22* This incident occurred during the trial of
Theodore Halsey, official of the Pacific State Telephone
and Telegraph Company, who had been charged with bribery,
Hiram Johnson's first independent and progressive
venture into politics occurred when he and his brother
supported a reform campaign to clean up wide-open
Sacramento.2?
' In support of George H. Clark, a reform
candidate for mayor, both he and his brother "campaigned
vigorously against the local organization" which had
nominated and elected their father to Congress,23 Clark
won the election and as a reward for his support, Johnson
was appointed counsel for the city at $75 a month.24
Moreover, being on the winning team gained for Johnson
25
and his brother some publicity outside of Sacramento.
A few years later Johnson and his brother again
supported Clark for reelection.
opposition was much stronger.

This time, however, the

Irving MCKee provides a

brief description of the campaign when he writes:
21Ibid.,

p. 25,

22Mowry,

p. 112.

23McKee,

p. 22.

24Melendy

25McKee,

p. 23.

and Gilbert, p. 307.

7
Spurned, of course, by the regular Republicans,
they arranged Clark*s nomination by petition as an
Independent, Sacramento's newspapers united against
the incumbentj in retaliation the Johnson brothers
and Clark published a small semi weekly of their own,
called the Independent, Denied halls for their
reform meetings, the trio secured a circus tent
and chairs, and made the first "tent campaign" the
region had known. They pitched their tent every
evening in a different vacant lot and entertained
the crtn/d with music and speeches.^

Johnson's father, on the other hand, supported
the Republican candidate and was found at times "bitterly
attacking his sons from a political rostrum," 27 In an
interview with Chester Rowell, editor of the Fresno
Republican, during the heat of the campaign, Grove was
quoted as referring to his sons as his "two chief enemies
down the street, one Hiram, full of egotism, and the other
28

Albert, full of booze."

Clark was again elected, and Johnson continued in
his job as corporate counsel for the city.

In 1902,

however, in order to move closer to the center of politics
in California, both Johnson and his brother, reunited in
partnership, moved their legal practice to San Francisco.
The partnership ended two years later with Albert's death.
Johnson, of course, continued his practice and his
29
reputation as a brilliant lawyer grew even greater.
Less than a year after moving to San Francisco,
Johnson became involved in one of the city's most sensational

26Ibid.,
28Ibid.

p. 22.

27Mowry,

OQ

p. 112.

Nichols, p. 5.

trials.

He represented Frederick Harriott, editor of the

San Francisco Newsletter, who was suing for $100,000
damages for an assault by two businessmen,

Irving McKee,

in quoting the California Call, gives an account of
Johnson's success when he notes thatj
. . . the trial was reported a s a professional
piece de resistance > 'The legal battle between
the opposing counsel awakened the admiration of
the big crowd of lawyers that filled the
courtroom. . . . Both are ever alert, quick to
seize an opportunity and possessed . . . great
forensic ability.* Johnson won his case,
$16,000 being awarded Marriott.30
Johnson's reputation and career were further
enhanced when, after becoming associated with William
H. Langdon, the district attorney for San Francisco,
he was appointed special prosecuter in the "case of
the People vs. George D, Collins, a local lawyer indicted
o-t
for bigamy."
As one periodical, the San Francisco
Chronicle, reported, "in the record of criminal courts
of California . . . there is no more scathing denunciation
of a man accused than pronounced yesterday by Hiram W.
Johnson."

32

With his rhetorical ability, and "intuitive
perception of the emotions of juries with a flair for
dramatic and unexpected tactics,"33 Johnson won "a series

30McKee,
32San

p. 23.

31Ibid.,

p. 24.

Francisco Chronicle, 15 September 1904, in

McKee, p. 27.
33Walton

Bean, Boss Ruef's San Francisco (Berkeley
University of California Press, 196/), p. 163.
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of cases which established him as one of the boldest
and cleverest trial lawyers in the city."34

Because of

his spectacular reputation and his previous association
with Langdon, Johnson was able to obtain an important
position in the San Francisco graft trials of 1907-1909,
At the beginning of the trials, however, he did not hold
the leading role in the prosecution.

Instead, Francis

J. Heney was chosen to head the prosecution even though
Langdon personally favored Johnson,35 Later Heney was
shot while in court and Johnson quickly assumed the
36
leadership of the prosecution,"'
While the specifics of the Abraham Ruef trial
in which Johnson received tremendous publicity are
exceptionally interesting and exciting, it was Johnson's
final summation to the jury which bears repeating.
Previously, as McKee has written, "according to Fremont
Older, Detective Burns discovered that four of the jurors
had been 'fixed* in favor of Ruef, and supplied their
names, so that Johnson 'made effective use of this
37
information in his dramatic talk to the jury.'"
W'alton Bean describes his technique t
In his closing argument, Kiram Johnson informed
the jurors that trials for jurv-bribing were then
going on, and hinted strongly that if any of them
should vote to acquit Ruef the people of California

34Ibid,,

p. 164.

"^Nichols, p« 6,

35Movry,

p. 30.

McKee, p. 2/.
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would never believe that he he*d done so honestly.
Johnson undoubtedly knew that this was an improper
argument, but he felt certain that some of the
jurors had indeed been bribed. Ruef's attorneys
protested, and Judge Lav/lor instructed the jurv
to disregard Johnson's remarks on the subject.38
His appeal was not to go unnoticed by the press.

Johnson

had even outdone his previous summations, for as the Call
reportedi
Never in the history of criminal jurisprudence
in San Francisco has there been voiced in any
court a more terrific denunciation of any man
than the lashing of Abe Ruef by Hirara Johnson. . . .
For two hours and a half the flood of invective
poured from Johnson's lips in overwhelming
torrent .... His summing up the evidence was
a masterful gathering together of loose threads
of testimony scattered through the thousands of
pages of record. . . . "We know this man is
guilty," he declared sternly. "You know he is
guilty. Dare you, then, acquit this man, who
came into court with streaming eyes and admitted
his guilt? Dare you acquit him?" Johnson led up
to his denunciation of Ruef with a description of
conditions in San Francisco after the great fire.
He pictured the stricken city and its people
receiving aid from the bounty of a nation, and
then he turned to compare this picture with one
of Ruef taking bribe money for the sale of his city
and his own people.
A few weeks after the jury provided a verdict of
guilty Judge Lawlor sentenced Ruef to prison for a term
40
of fourteen years, the maximum allowed by law.
The
importance of Johnson's summation is noted by Matt
Sullivan, one of hxs associates in the prosecution, who

38Bean,

p. 286.

39San

Francisco Call, 18 November to 30 December
1908, in McKee, p. 27.
40Bean,

p. 286.
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commented that Johnson's "closing address to the jurywas a masterpiece of forensic eloquence, and unquestionably
brought about the conviction of Ruef."45"

Unfortunately,

however, Ruef was the only one of the many defendants in
the graft cases to spend any time in prison.

The rest of

those brought to trial were either freed because of
reversals in higher courts or were found not guilty in
the lower courts.42
These setbacks, however, did not put an end to
Hiram Johnson's fight for reform in California.

Again

in 1909 he picked up the banner of reform by representing
the Direct Primary League before the state senate committee
on election laws.

Even though his father controlled the

committee, Johnson was lucky enough to win his case and
in two months California had, for the first time in its
43
history, a direct primary law.
During this period, not only was Johnson representing
a reform league, but he also played an essential part in the
44
development of a new one, the Lincoln-Roosevelt League.
Spencer Olin, m California's Prodigal Sons, shows
Johnson's influence in the league's developments
41Riverside

Daily Press, 28 October 1910, in

Nichols, p. 28.
, p. 28.

42McKee

44Sdgar

4^Ibid«,

p. 29.

Williams, "The Man Who Swept Californias
A Personal Sketch of Hiram W. Johnson," Outloo^,
22 November 1916, p. 641.

As an orator, his strong speeches in support
of the Lincoln-Roosevelt League attracted much
attention, Johnson had a positive flair for
generating not only public interest, but public
enthusiasm as well. As a stirring, if not
mellifluous, speaker, he was particularly
effective before large crowds. Chester Rowell
once referred to him as "an agressive advocate,"
just the type needed for the "first fight." A
sort of western Theodore Roosevelt, Hiram Johnson
invested the cause of political reform in California
with a similar brand of dynamic righteousness.
Two newspaper editors, Edward Dickson of the
Los Angeles Express and Chester Rowell of the Fresno
Republican, formally organized the League in 1907.

With

Johnson's help the group grew to considerable size by
1909.

Rowell was elected president of the League and

Johnson was elected as one of the vice-presidents in
November, 1909.

The major purpose for the formation of

the League was to end the domination of the Southern
. .
^6
Pacific political machine in California politics.
In 1910 the Lincoln-Roosevelt League met to
nominate candidates for the governorship and the
legislature.

Two possible candidates for governor

were discussed.
Heney.

They were Hiram Johnson and Francis

Heney was well-known for his fight against graft

and for progressive reform,

unfortunately, however, as

the district attorney, he had antagonized itiuch of the
wealthier classes with some of the rash statements he

45Spencer

01in, California's Prodigal Sons
(Berkeleyt University of California press, 1968), p. 23.
46McKee,

2.9.
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had made*

Johnson, on the other hand, not only had a

good reform background and an "eight year connection with
organized labor as an attorney for the teamsters,"
but also was able to appeal to all classes including
the wealthy classes whom he had not antagonized.47
Goerge Mowry described Hiram Johnson* s potential
as a gubernatorial candidates
He had an enormous audience appeal for all
strata of society. Although his speeches might
not read well, his personal flair for exciting
public interest and his vigorous delivery attracted
large crowds. Whether one agreed or disagreed
with Hiram Johnson, there was no ignoring him on
the stump. By 1918 Chester Roweli thought of him
as "the most effective orator in America." While
the statement was probably too inclusive, Johnson
had little competition in California as a
campaigner. The Lincoln-Roosevelt League had
chosen its candidate wisely. Hiram Johnson's
human shortcomings were not as apparent to the
public as his many virtues. As an instrument of
protest against the Southern Pacific Railroad
and its heritage of machine and dishonest politics,
this moody rebel, superb in invective and attack
and dominated by a desire for public righteousness,
was very nearly ideal.'iCi
With these attributes apparent, Hiram Johnson was easily
chosen as the candidate of the Lincoln-Roosevelt League
for Governor of California.

He accepted the nomination

reluctantly, and only after his wife convinced him that
he was a good choice.

Previously, in 1907, Johnson had

very clearly stated that:
sense of the word.

4701in,

"I am not a politician in any

I have never held and never will hold

p. 27.

48Mowry,

pp. 116-17
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any public office." "J

This attitude may well have been

a result of the unhappy experience that he had had with
his father, who was considered part of the Southern Pacific
machine.

Melendy and Gilbert provide Johnson's statement

when he very reluctantly accepted the nomination by the
Lincoln-Roosevelt Leagues
"It seems to be my turn to make the sacrifice
and I am going to make it. For two months the
xitmost pressure had been brought to bear on me.
I had steadfastly refused to become a candidate,
but it was placed before me in such a fashion that
I was forced to fail in my duty or accept. So I
am going ahead making the fight as a progressive
Republican on the Roosevelt lines.
"I am going to make this fight in an endeavor
to return the government of California to the
people and take it away from the political bureau
of the Southern Pacific Railway company. If
nothing else is accomplished, we can teach the
people the lesson talked by our last president
and that is being talked today to the people of
the United States by La Follette."D^
Thus Johnson clearly aligned himself with the
national progressive movement lead by La Follette. Later
he supported La Follette for the nomination as a candidate
51
for President of the Republican party.
But after
Roosevelt announced his candidacy, Johnson, like many
other progressives, deserted La Follette in favor of
their hero, T.R.5^
49McKee,

Party

Even though Johnson did not make a

p. 29.

50Melendy

51 Amos

and Gilbert, p. 308,

R. E. Pinchot, History,oft the Progressive
191*2-1916 (New Yorkt New York University Press,

resstT "pTisTr

52Ibid.,

pp. 134-38.
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loyal commitment to La Follette, he did to the people of
California.

Not only did he accept the nomination but he

embarked on what Melendy and Gilbert have suggested was
one of the most "memorable campaigns" in. the history of
California.53
Rather than concentrating his campaign during the
primary on convention delegates, as did previous candidates,
•,
. campaign directly to the people.54
Johnson chose
to take his
Edgar Williams, one of Johnson's contemporaries, described
the uniqueness of Johnson's campaign when he wrote»
Everything was against him so far as political
organization, prestige, and resources were concerned?
but undismayed, he tackled the big job energetically,
and with an automobile covered thousands of miles
in a canvass which took him to every city, town,
and hamlet in the State. Communities which had
never before heard a candidate for the nomination
of Governor met and heard one for the first time.
As a physical feat the campaign was extraordinary,
and as a reform crusade in the boss-ridden State
there had been nothing like it.3^
In order to "gather material for his speeches,"
Johnson "sent letters to various businessmen and shippers,
asking for confidential information regarding the unjust
rate of exactions of the Southern Pacific.""*6

With the

collection of material on the Southern Pacific, Johnson
relied on only one major issue during the campaign.

In

almost every speech he concluded with a promise to "kick

53 Melendy

and Gilbert, p. 308.

55Wiliiams,

p. 641.

54
Ibid.

56
Olin, p. 26.
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the Southern Pacific out of politics."57
Johnson traveled during the campaign with his son,
Hiram, Jr., in a red locomobile,

in some instances

utilizing the railroad would have been more convenient and
efficient since many roads were of dirt and few were paved.
But Johnson wanted to avoid contact with the Southern
Pacific in order to prove that he would accept no help
from the corrupt political machine which controlled
California.

So Johnson continued his campaign using only
his little red automobile.58
Even though Johnson spo3ce in the larger cities to
packed houses, he chose to concentrate his campaign in
the rural areas.

He was convinced, as is evident in his

letters to his campaign manager, that only through
devotion to the farmers and the rest of the rural population
59
could his campaigning succeed.
The farmers more than
anyone else felt the economic discrimination of the Southern
Pacific.

Johnson's decision to concentrate his appeal in

the rural areas demonstrated his insight and understanding
of the future farm economy in California and its value as
a power structure.60

As he traveled throughout the state

his popularity grew.

When he stopped in small towns his

son would ring a cowbell to attract audiences.
57Ibid.
59Clin,

58Melendy

pp. 26-27.

He usually

and Gilbert, p. 308.

60Ibid.,

pp. 28-29.
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gave at least three speeches per day and at times as
61
many as eleven.
Throughout the campaign Johnson's rhetorical
style remained basically the same,

Edgar Williams gives

a description of his voice and gesturesj
His voice has trajectory power. It is not a
musical voicealthough by no means unpleasant.
It is not fully rounded, and deep, but has a
human appealing cadence that grips and holds
attention. . . . he uses few gestures. His most
characteristic one is a downward drive with his
right arm and closed hand. Occasionally there
is an extension of both arms toward his audience
with open palms; and occasionally his right arm
is raised perpendicularly with index finger upright
as he makes some striking point. He never sways
or bends his body, nor does he move about the
platform when he is speaking. I have heard him
speak for an hour and over without moving from
the position first taken, unless it was to take
a drink of water.^2
William E. Wing, a correspondent for the Los
63
Angeles Express, noticed that his delivery was rapid.
Combine these characteristics and one gets perhaps the
perception of intensity felt by many of his audiences.
Moreover, his audiences often heard in Johnson a "ring
of sincerity."64

A. Lincoln concluded about Johnson's

style and strategy thati

61Nichols,

p. 5.

62Williams,

p. 640.

63T,os

Angeles Express, 12 October 1910, in
Nichols, p. 40."
64g_^ 'Bernardino Evenincx Index, 30 October 1910,
in Nichols, p. 46.
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Lacking the qualities of constructive statesmanship
and the infectious charm of a Roosevelt, Johnson
relied principally on emotional appeal. Pounding
his clenched fist into his palm, with every posture
and every gesture one of intensity, he was at his
best when he was on the attack. His earnestness
and his vicious denunciation of what he believed
wrong and unjust won him widespread support.65
Johnson added to the feeling of sincerity by
making statements that he would not offer promises on
jobs or the general economy.

For example, in one small

town he was quoted as sayings
I am not going to waste any time telling you
I want to see the wheels of industry go around.
I am not going to unfurl our starry banner and
wave it above you. I am not going to hang the
rainbow of promise about your head. ... I shall
not indulge in any political clap-trap or
buncombe . . . .
He promised only one things
Pacific from politics.

to eliminate the Southern

At least two of his contemporaries

described his effect on the audience as one similar to
that of a prophet or revivalist.

The Riverside Daily Press

printed that his speeches "sound like the inspiring appeals
of some propnet or crusader of the delivered truth" rather
than that of a politician.67

Edmund Norton, a writer for

La Follette* s Magazine, was quoted in Current Literature
as stating:

65^ Lincoln, "Theodore Roosevelt, Hxram Johnson,
and the Vice-Presidential Nomination of 1912," Pacific
Historical Review, XXVIII (1999), 268.
66San

Francisco Examiner, 1 November 1910,

^Riverside Daily Press, 29 October 1910, in
Nichols, p. 94*~

' ' * that he saw in some of Johnson's audiences
in California, during his gubernatorial campaign,
"a moral fervor fuzing the assemblies into almost
a spiritual frenzy for a few seconds; a massphenomenon I have rarely or never witnessed
outside of religious meetings." A "political
revivalist" is the term used to characterize
him by a recent writer in McClure's.68
On the other hand, Johnson is not always described in
this way.

In front of small audiences, Johnson used a

different technique.

Fremont Older reports!

Johnson was standing in his automobile in
front of a grocery store talking to about fifty
townspeople. . . , Johnson was talking to them
in a low, intimate, earnest tone, as if each
one was a personal friend. I have never before
or since seen an audience so moved by a political
speaker.89
Apparently Johnson was able to adjust to the
situation and to the audience.

When the audience was

small he sounded much more like a personal friend, but
when it was large he was much more intense and emotional.
Johnson was much better able to achieve this intimacy in
the rural areas because he traveled alone without any
other candidates.

In fact, he refused to travel with

other Lincoln -Roosevelt League candidates because of his
belief that the issue of the Southern Pacific political
machine was too important to turn his campaign into a

70

political circus with many other speakers.

68,1 Johnson

of California!

A Progressive in a

Hurry," Current Literature, August, 1912, pp. 156—57,
69 Fremont

Older, Growing Up, p. 147; in Nichols,

p. 56.
700lin,
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As far as his physical appearance is concerned,
one source described him by suggesting that "physically,
Johnson was short and stocky.

He had a round florid

face that portrayed his pugnacious character.

Publicly,

he appeared determined and tense as he approached
71
audiences,"
Robert Cleland pictured him as "rather
handsome in appearance, with a round face topped by
brown hair, rapid in his movements, with a gift for
staccato oratory and a fine aptitude in personal appeal
and invective," 72*

In spite of his speaking success,

Johnson was often nervous before a major address, Howry
even suggests that:

"On a night before a big speech he

was rarely able to sleep for fear that his effort would not
come off well," 73

Johnson was obviously as tense and

nervous off the platform as he was when he was speaking.
On occasion he used colorful language or invective
to attack opponents other than the railroad. He was
particularly descriptive against newspapers which opposed
him.

One example was his denunciation of Harrison Gray

Otis of the Los Angeles Times who he described as
74
"depraved, corrupt, crooked, and putrescent,"

Later in the campaign, after winning the primary,

71Melendy

and Gilbert, p. 309.

72Robert

Glass Cleland, California in Our Time:
1900-1940 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1947), p. 40.
72Movry»

Pe 114,

74
Cleland, p, 42.

Johnson charged. Theodore Bell, the Democratic candidate for
governor, witn accepting aid from the Southern Pacific.
01in writes that "in Santa Barbara on October 6, for
example, Johnson accused his opponent of

1 using

pedal* on Herrin and the railroad interests.

the soft

With masterly

skill, Johnson painted a picture of a pliable Bell seeking
to placate the machine by toning down his attacks."75
This was a fairly good strategy on Johnson's part since
• ir

Bell was also running on an anti-railroad platform.

Nor only did Johnson attack his political opponents and
the railroad, but occasionally he attacked big business
and the wealthy who had great power.

George Howry

described these attacks when he wrotej
Here and there he elaborated the theme to
denounce "the men in broadcloth," "the poison press,"
and the tenderloin, all allied against him in this
campaign for righteousness. Johnson disclaimed
"any attack upon property" but he continually
referred to the corrupt alliance between big
business and the criminal element. It was not
the labor unions or "ye of common clay" who were
the enemies of decency and honesty, but "your
big banker, your big merchant, sinning respecta
bility joining hands with the criminal and the
thug." The League campaign had not touched only
two elements in the state, the candidate explained
in his home towns "One inhabits the hovels of
Pacific Street, and the other populates the mansions
of Pacific Avenue."
The battle, Johnson maintained, was between
"the areat moral masses" and the "corrupt but
powerful few." Quoting Carlyle in one of his rare
literary allusions, he maintained that California
stood in 1910 where the French common people had
stood at the battle of Valmy when they triumphed
over nobility.11

750lin,

p. 31.

76Ibid.

^Movry, pp. 119-20

So it was with Johnson,
big business.

Throughout his career he attacked

Big business was to Johnson what the

nobility in France and Russia were to the peasants.

His

denunciations were popular with the rural population,
Johnson's main appeal was to the poor or lower middle
class.

It was on these people that Johnson concentrated

his campaign.

As Robert Cleland noted:

"The people saw

in him only the fearless nominee of the Lincoln-Roosevelt
League, the two-fisted champion of the common man, the
California Roosevelt, the nemesis of the political
78
machine."
In the final count Johnson won the election for
79
governor by a narrow margin.
The Lincoln-Roosevelt
League gained control of not only the executive branch
80
but also control of the legislature.
To his opponents
it was but a narrow defeat, but as Irving McKee concluded,
Q^
"for Johnson and his native state a new era had dawned."^
This election marked the beginning of Johnson's neverending rise into politics.
Since Johnson had rtan a one issue campaign, much
uncertainty was created as to what he would do as governor.
jn

many were unsure, given the inexperience of the

78Cleland,

p. 41.

7901in

p 32.
Bell received 154*, 835.

Johnson received 177,191 votes and
This was much closer than expected
because California was predominantly republican,
80CIeland,

p. 46,

8HicKee,

p. 30.
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new legislature, as to whether the reformers would show
sufficient power, ability, and unity to achieve the
82
promised program. * The people, however, were not
disappointed.

Governor Johnson immediately called a

meeting with the progressive senators.

With their help

he formulated and outlined a specific program.
The new legislature was called into session and,
as was expected of every governor, Johnson delivered his
first inaugural address.

Instead of a flowery general

conciliatory speech which had been normal for his
predecessors, Johnson chose to differ and gave a very
specific clear-cut proposal of legislation. He very
84
clearly outlined the needs of the state.
In hxs opening
remarks he stated:
In some form or other nearly every govern
mental problem that involves the health, the
happiness, or the property of the State has
arisen because some private interest has inter
vened or has sought for its own gain to exploit
either the resources or the politics of the State.
I take it, therefore, that the first duty that
is mine to perform is to eliminate every private
interest from the Government, and to make the
public service of the State responsive solely
to the people.0^
In this way Johnson was able to reaffirm his promise to
eliminate the Southern Pacific from politics.

Following

his address Johnson fired every member of the executive

82Williams,

p. 642.

83William

Kent, "Johnson of California," Outlook,
10 February 1912, p. 314.
S4Ibid.

85Ibid.
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branch who was suspected of having any connection with the
Southern Pacific political machine.

Never before had

so many administrators been changed.86
Next in his inaugural address Johnson turned his
attention to the duties of the legislature.

He called for

legislation which would allow the new administrators to
more strictly control the railroads and the other public
utilities.

He said?

I beg of you not to permit the bogie man of
the railroad companies, "Unconstitutionality,"
to deter you from enacting the legislation
suggested if you believe that legislation to be
necessary; and I trust that none of us will be
terrified by the threat of resort to the courts
that follows the instant a railroad extortion is
resented or attempted to be remedied. Let us do
our full duty, now that at last we have a Railroad
Commission that will do its full duty, and let us
give this Commission all the power and aid and
resources it requires; and if thereafter legitimate
work done within the law and the Constitution shall
be nullified, let the consequences rest with the
nullifying power.u 1
After having reaffirmed his campaign pledges
Johnson suggested the several recommendations that he
and the progressive senators had agreed upon at the
previous meeting.

Spencer Olin provides a brief

description of his proposalss
. . . adoption of the initiative, referendum,
anc3 recall, the last to incluoe elected
judicial officials; appropriation of $75,000
to enable the Railroad Commission to make a physical
evaluation of railroad properties as a basis for
fixing absolute rates; amendment of the direct
primary law to incorporate a statewide advisory

86Ibid.

8 7Ibid.
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vote on United States senators j adoption of the
short, ballot to reduce the number of elected
officials? elimination of partisan designation
on ballots after the names of judicial candidates;
utilization of the merit system for public servants
and the enactment of civil service lav?; conservation
laws; and an employers' liability law.83
Most of these recommendations were passed into
law before the end of the first session.

A fev; were

later placed on the ballot and put before the public
for confirmation.
for their approval.

The Governor again took to the stump
89

He ended his address with a hope that partisanship
would be laid aside and that the senators would vote as
citizens and representatives of the people rather than as
90
servants of special interest groups.

If they did not

vote for his proposals, Johnson threatened them with
personally going into their districts and calling the
91
roll of each member before the constituents.
As an executive, Johnson proved to be an efficient
and effective administrator.

Out of the promises and

recommendations presented in his address he was able to
eliminate all those in public office who were aligned with
corporate interests and to push through the legislature
twenty—three amendments to the state constitution.
Through the stump speaking that followed, almost all of
the amendments put before the public were approved in the

8B01in,

p. 35.

89Kent,

p. 315.
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referendum election which followed immediately after the
close of the first session.92
Evidence of Johnson*s persuasive ability can be
demonstrated by a speech he presented before the California
Bar Association in November, 1911.

The Association had

on the previous day criticized his proposals for the recall
of judges.

The audience, therefore, was somewhat hostile®

As William Kent reported on Johnson's address before the
Association, "the extemporaneous remarks he made were
brilliant in satire and couched in a style strongly reminding
one of Demosthenes. . . . His logic was so unerring, his
appeal so direct and persuasive, that the Bar Association
at the close of his talk passed [favorable] . . , resoluQO
,
tions."
Even with a hostile audience Johnson had
triumphed.

He had proven his skill as an orator.

As the year 1912 slowly rolled around, Governor
Johnson could be proud of his achievements.

Moreover his

stunning record did not go' unnoticed, for it was during
this year that Johnson rose to national prominence.

In

June, 1912, he attended the Republican National Convention
in Chicago.

He did so as "a spokesman for the progressive

element."94

Johnson and his followers supported Theodore

Roosevelt for the party's presidential nomination.

The

Taft delegates, however, controlled the convention and
through the use of outdated rules managed to seat only

92Ibid.

93Kent,

p. 318.

9401in,

p. 92.
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those delegates from California supporting Taft.

California

had recently passed legislation which "provided for the
election of all delegates by the voters of the state at
large, whereas the party rule directed that fill except
so-called designated delegates-at-large should be elected
on the basis of the returns from Congressional districts."^
Roosevelt clearly won the California primary.

But in two

districts there was a dispute over who had won the election.
Since the committee at the convention was controlled by a
Taft majority the decision was rendered in favor of Taft.
Other seats in the convention were also contested.
254 contested seats, only 19

Of the

were awarded to Roosevelt

96
while the rest went to Taft."

The progressive delegates,

therefore, were not allowed a voice in the nomination
process.
This action, infuriating Johnson, stimulated him
to give one of his most memorable addresses.

He made his

speech to his fellow delegates, aiming his invective at

the rest of the convention.

Standing on a table, he

denounced the convention and proclaimed that a new
•
, 9 7
political party would be formed the following day.
An editor of Current Literature, after having
attended the convention, gave a brief description of the
incident when he reportedj

9~Movry,

p. 183.

9

Ibid.

Fighting progressive," Outlook, 28 September
1912, pp. 219-20.
91"h
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. K '° o n e who attended the Chicago convention
this year can ever forget that voice,, It has no
honey in it, it is a fighting voice, and when
•Johnson is mad—-as he was all the time at Chicago-it sounds like a ripsaw going through a hard knot.
Terse is the word for it. There is no ease in his
platform manner, no attempt to ingratiate himself,
no pleasant smile or suggestion of jocularity. „ , .
Johnson never smiled. The first notes of his voice
keyed up your nerves to a fighting pitch. We can't
imagine anyone's listening to Johnson for five
minutes without wanting to fight--either to fight
with him or to fight against him. His voice sounds
just as an east wind feels. It. grates and snarls
and pierces, and puts ycu all on edge. The whole
man goes with the voice. Every posture and gesture
is one of intensity. His hands are nearly always
clenched. His jaw, a good strong fighting jaw,
is set. His muscles are tense. He talks rapidly
and with no gradiation of volume or tone, without
any embellishments of rhetoric, without any
appearance of self-consciousness. He gives you
the impression of a man carried away entirely on
the flood of his own feelings.
Shortly thereafter Johnson led his followers out
of the convention.

The next day a date was set for the

convention of the new national party.

Thus Johnson can

be considered one of the founding fathers of the National
gg
Progressive Party.
Within two weeks Johnson returned to Chicago to
present the opening address of the new party.
was met with great applause. 100

His address

The convention nominated

Roosevelt for President and Johnson was chosen as his

progressive in a Hurry," p . 156,
" L OS Angeles Express, 12 June 1912, in Mowry,

p. 184.

100p rnP ot H. Abbot, "The Chicago Convention, and
the Birth of a New party," OutlooK, 19 June 1912.
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vice-presidential running mate.~^~

Johnson was an

excellent choice because as Lincoln noted?
Edward Dickson declared that Woodrow Wilson
would be the Democratic nominee and that only
Roosevelt could successfully contest with him
for President. Even the Colonel would have "his
hands full" because of Wilson's accomplishments
in New Jersey. With Johnson on the Republican
ticket, Wilson's achievements could be offset by
the Californian*s record which made Wilson's
"pale in comparison."^-02
Both Roosevelt and. Johnson, representing the
Progressive Party, embarked on a campaign which was later
known as the Bull Moose Campaign.

Upon Johnson's return

to California after the convention,he made one of the few
speeches he would make in California during the campaign.
It was presented at the Dreamland Rink in San Francisco
103
before an audience of 12,000,
George Mowry concluded
that ?
Johnson seemed like a new man. The governor had
been deeply affected by the spirit of that
remarkable body which he described as "carrying
a Bible in one" hand and a claymore in the other."
Instead of the pugnacious warrior of two years
before, full of "fighting guts" and smiting the foe
hip and thigh, he appeared now as an evangelical
pleader for righteousness and social justice.
The old fire was still there occasionally as he
blasted at his old enemies, the standpatters, but
most of his time he spent in defense Oi the ^
Progressive platform designed "vo bridge this
awful chasm that exists in our country between
those who are ever growing richer, and those who
are"ever crowing ooorer." In that great social
crusade he asked for the enlistment of "all that
is best in humanity, all that fever, all that

Idtfelendy and Gilbert, p. 312.
103
102Lincoln, p. 274.
Mowry, p. 191.
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enthusiasm that makes men grasp each other in
warm embrace with tears running down their
faceso"104
Following his address in California,Johnson
left in August on a stump speaking tour across the
country.

The tour lasted ten weeks and he spoke in

twenty-two states.

During the tour he delivered at least
105
five hundred speeches.
In spite of Johnson's efforts

Wilson won the election, receiving a total of 435 electoral
votes.

Roosevelt did, however, receive more votes in both

the popular election and the electoral college than Taft.
The Progressive Party carried Pennsylvania, Michigan,
Minnesota, South Dakota, Washington, and California.100
While Roosevelt was probably disappointed, Johnson had no
reason to be.

For the campaign helped him gain national

prominence.
Again in 1916 Johnson went to the national
Progressive convention with the hope of nominating

Roosevelt for President.
refused to run.

This time, however, Roosevelt

Even with Johnson's gallant efforts to

keep the party alive, without Roosevelt's support the
Progressive Party was dead. This ended one of the largest
, 107
third parties that this nation has ever experienced.
After the excitement of 1912 Johnson returned to
California to resume his duties as governor.

He faced an

104Ibid.,

pp. 191-92.

"5'°^0lin, p. 66.

106Ibid.,

p. 08.

^7Ibid., pp. 117-20

as a racist, but Johnson, at least, believed that it was
essential to his political survival.

He wrote to Meyer

Lissner t
You cannot make people be good faster than
they want to be good, , , , Communities will stand
just so much reform legislation at one time, and
wise is the man v/ho intuitively has some conception
of just how far he may go, , , , indeed, our
legislation had brought us to the very verge of
disaster. , . . The alien land bill rehabilitated
us north of Tehachapi; but aside from the right of
the alien land bill, its necessity, etc., it was
the most fortunate thing that ever occurred from
a political standpoint,^12
In other words, Johnson felt that the signing of the bill
would not only embarrass the Wilson administration but
would help to improve his popularity with the people who
had elected him.

He felt sure that too much reform had

occurred and that it was time to slow down.

During the

rest of his governorship little reform was accomplished.
In 1914 Johnson was reelected governor.

It was

the first time in California history that any man had
been elected for a second term.

Moreover he was the "only

Progressive elected governor in the 1914 national
elections."
His inaugural address this time was much different
from his first one.

Instead of asking for sweeping reform

Johnson was very general.

An editorial of the California

112 Tnhn<!on
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0Htlook believed that his inaugural address was "worth
reading, because it summarizes the results of a State
administration based on the platform of the Progressive
114
par^y.
The editorial went on to report that the
Governor had noteds
Boss rule has been made permanently impossible
by direct nomination, direct legislation, and the
recall.
Suffrage has been extended to women.
The elections of judges, school officials, and
county officers have been made non-partisan.
The public utilities are controlled and
regulated by the State,
The public business of the State has been
centralized and systemized under a Board of
Control.
School text-books have been made free of cost
to the pupils.
A civil service law has destroyed political
patronage,
Prisons and reform schools reflect a humaner
policy.
The underlying principle is that the State,
while conserving all material interests, first
concerns itself with and conserves its humanity,
As Governor Johnson says, the social programme
"v.'hich gave to women who toil shorter hours and
more happiness, and to men something of the justice
that had been denied them, has now covered "with
the mantle of care and tenderness of the State
the injured and maimed members of society, and
has planted the beacon light of social justice
and humanity far beyond the point to which the
most ambitious commonwealth has yet gone."1
Johnson had indeed achieved much.

He can be considered

the man who changed a backward and corrupt State into one
of the most progressive states in the Union.
In 1916 Johnson chose to give up his governorship

Governor Johnson of California," Cutlook,
27 January 1915, p. 153.
115Ibid.
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and to run for the Senate of the United States.

He was

as successful running for that office as he had been when
he ran for governor.

He was elected to the United States

Senate by a clear margin of almost 300,000 votes.115
Johnson remained in this office until his death in 1945.117
Opinions differ as to what kind of man Hiram
Johnson was.

George Movry wrotet

Johnson was described by some of his contem
poraries as a profoundly self-centered man,
egotistical in the extreme, enormously ambitious,
and without a shred of loyalty to his friends and
supporters. Certainly facets of his character
bordered on all of these qualities, perhaps to a
greater extent than those found in the average
ambitious politician. One of his close colleagues
was probably right in accusing Johnson of having
such an intensely jealous nature that he hated to
see other leaders emerge "who would not place
their hands in his and express their undying
loyalty."
Another historian, Robert Cleland, concluded that
"Many of his loyal supporters, who freely sacrificed their
own ambitions for his advancement, later found that it
was safer to trust to a broken reed than to rely on
119
Johnson's loyalty and good faith."
Both Cleland and
Movry pictured Johnson as a very ambitious and untrustworthy
man.

Spencer Olin, on the other hand, discovered that

1160lin,
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p. II5* For this aPPraisal he relied much
on the testimony of Edward Dickson, who had become one of
Johnson^s opponents after he took a contrary stand on the
Leacme of Nations.
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Edgar A. Luce, a San Diego attorney who had known Johnson,
disagreed profoundly with the interpretations by Cleland
and Mowry.

Olin quotes Luce as writings

The charges seem to have been mijde by Professor
Cleland and by yourself [[Mowrythat Johnson was
disloyal to his friends and supporters. I believe
that I knew him very intimately, as I have said,
ai}d I found him to be very warm-hearted, appre
ciative, and extremely loyal to his friends and
supporters. . „ , I do not believe a greater libel
could be printed than to say that Hiram Johnson
was disloyal. . . .120
Olin also discovered that others who had known Johnson
. .
121
corroborated Luce's opinion.
Both interpretations of Johnson are probably
correct.

Every man in public office sooner or later is

forced to make a choice between voting on a particular
issue in a certain way and changing his vote in order to
satisfy his friends.

This was the case with Johnson.

For, as will be shown later in this work, Johnson's stand
on the League of Nations was one of these instances,

iven

his biggest critic, Mowry* admitteo that Johnson had an
12?
intense desire to serve the public. "
In a reading of
Johnson's letters one gets the feeling that he would vote
as he believed even if it meant that he would lose a friend.
His speeches serve as evidence that he could not
have been a selfish person.

The legislation he helped

120Luce

to Mowry, February 7, 1953; Neyian Papers,
Bancroft Library, in Olin, p. 98.
121Ibid.
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to push through was helpful to society.

Kis stands on

public issues and his reform legislation were usually
contrary to the desires of those in political power.
Surely, if he was as ambitious as Howry and Cleland
picturea him, he would not have taken these stands.
Perhaps his speeches are the best indications of his
character.

E. Ray Nichols demonstrated great insight

when he vro te s
To study the speaking of Johnson is to know
Johnson, for each speech was an affirmation of
his principles, and a fight for the right as he
saw it. Each speech was a link in a life-long
chain which found the great "Irreconcilable"
pleading from the platform in 1941 for the same
principles for which he had campaigned in 1910
and 1919.123
In Chapter II the ideals for which he argued
when he opposed the League of Nations are discussed.
The incidents which led to his opposition are considered
and analyzed.

Then, in Chapters III and IV an in-depth

analysis of his speeches during his tour opposing the
League of Nations is presented.

This allows for further

evaluation of Johnson as an oratoi.

^3Nichols, p.

CHAPTER II
JOHNSON*S FIRST TOUR?

THE

ROOTS OF OPPOSITION
When. President Wilson called the Senate into
session in March, 1917, one of the newly elected members
was Hiram Johnson, who had just resigned his position as
governor.1

Johnson probably never guessed that his first

vote in the Senate would be for a declaration of war
against Germany.
Johnson supported the war with the "highest of
motives."3 Later, however, Johnson* s attitude toward the
war changed as he watched businessmen gain tremendous
4
profits from the death and suffering.
Even though he
privately thought that the war was fought for the profit
of business, he gave his uncompromising support to the
President for all that he asked from Congress to end the
war.

While supporting the Selective Service Act, he saidi

^Howard Melendv and Benjamin Gilbert, The Governors
of California (Georgetown, California: Talisman Press,
TS&5T, p. 319.
^congressional Record, 65th Cong., 1st sess«, p. 261.
3Thomas

Bailey, Woodrow Wilson and the Great Betrayal
(New York: MacMillan Company, 1945), p. 35.
4Johnson

to Amy Johnson, February 9, 1918, Johnson
Papers, Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley.
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fror.

r;'
followed the President in his request.
3t a3.°!1 °* 1,ari
1 5'5V2 followed him
•* X''•?->u
„ t
^ legislation that he has asked us to
enactj ana so tar as may be consistent with the
ib reruies of our people, I shall follow him in
a'
-nat iie _desires for the successful orosecution
of the wax..0
His support, however, quickly dwindled with the
coming of peace.

The purpose of this chapter is to

present a description of the incidents leading up to
Johnson's opposition to the League of Nations and to
explain how Johnson became involved in the debates. His
early speaking experiences will be discussed and his role
in the Senate during his controversy will be evaluated.
Hopefully, an examination of his role will help to clarify
the events which led up to his tour when he followed the
President in 1939,
Many histories of the League of Nations controversy,
while providing valuable information, are biased in their
evaluation of the opposition.

Too often they support

Wilson and blame his opposition for the creation of World
War 11.

Robert Cleland, for example, in California in Our

Time,writes t
grill later, because of personal hatred ..or
Woodrow Wilson, Johnson became one of that little
oroup of willful men who deliberately scuttled the
fpaaue of Nations and left the rum and devastation
of the second World War as an immortal monument to
tlie i.r vi.nd.i ct.iveness hnd fcl1y *
5Record,
6Robert

65th Cong., 2nd sess. p. 440 3.
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Another historian, Alan Cranston, favorably quoted President
Truman as saying in 1943:
"A small group of wilful men kept us from
assuming our world obligations in 1919-20, and the
same thing can happen again."
"I am just as sure as I can be that this World
War is the result of the 1919-20 isolationist
attitude . . . „"'
While Cleland and Cranston may seem somewhat
extreme in their views, even the most objective also
admit to biases.

Thomas A. Bailey studied the league

controversy most intensely and published two volumes on
the subject.

In the foreword to Wood row 'Wilson and the

Great Betrayal, he confesses to a "complete sympathy"
with Wilson* s program. He argues that the Treaty of
8

Versailles should have been ratified in 1919.v

Denna Fleming* s The United States and the League
of Nations, 1916-192Q9 and Ralph Stone's The Irreconcil
ables,10 like Bailey and the other writers, did little to
change the imaoe of the opposition.

Richard Lower has

written that "each of these works expresses sympathy for
•Wilsonian internationalism* and tends either to ignore or

Cranston, The Killing of the Peace (New
York: Viking Press, 1945), p. viii.
7Alan

8Bailey,

Great Betrayal, p. vi.
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of Nations, 1918-1920 (New York: Russell and Russell, 19681.
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Stone, The irreconcilables (Lexington:

University of Kentucky Preset T9 70)•
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to dismiss the objections raised by the irreconcilables."11
Only one account favorable to the opposition exists®
Published in 19.su, shortly after the defeat of the treaty
in the United States, it was written by Henry Cabot Lodge,
a leader of the opposition.12

Unfortunately, for the

purposes of this chapter it is of little help, for Johnson
is hardly mentioned in Lodge's account.
may account for this omission.

Several reasons

First, Lodge concentrated

only on what occurred within the Senate, ignoring any
speeches given by the opposition outside the Senate chambers,
As will be discussed later, Johnson did not present very
many speeches in the Senate on the League of Nations.
Most of his efforts were concentrated on the public.

The

second reason Lodge probably ignored Johnson's contribution
was due to their political differences.

Johnson was

considered a progressive in the Republican party and Lodge
was considered a conservative, a factor which helps to
explain his lack of publicity for Johnson's efforts.
While there is no definite proof that Lodge
deliberately excluded Johnson, he probably saw Johnson and
the progressives as his political rivals,13

Thus the

Hpi r-hard Lower, "Hiram Johnson) The Making of an
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assertion that Lodge deliberately ignored Johnson has some
validity, even though impossible to definitely prove.

The

important thing is that Lodge's book does not help the student
interested in Hiram Johnson's role in the League of Nations
controversy.
The first event which was later important to
Johnson's attitudes toward, the League was Wilson's war
message of April 2, 1917.

Toward the end of his address

Wilson stated:
We are glad, now that ve see the facts with
no veil of false pretense about them, to fight thus
for the ultimate peace of the world and for the
liberation of its peoples, the German peoples
included; for the rights of nations great and small
and the privilege of men everywhere to choose their
way of life and of obedience. The world must be .
made safe for democracy. Its peace must be planted
upon the tested foundations of political liberty.
We have no selfish ends to serve. We desire no
conquest, no dominion. We seek no indemnities for
ourselves, no material compensation for the sacri
fices we shall freely make. We are but one of the
champions of the rights of mankind. We shall be
Scitij^f ied when those rights have been made as secure
25 the faith and the freedom of nations can make
them. 4
Johnson accepted these goals by voting for the declaration.
His attitude, however, about Wilson changed.

This new

attitude was most clearly evident following the President's
Fourteen Point Address of January 8, 1918.

During this

speech the president mentioned restoring Alsace-Lorraine
to the French.

He stated that the frontiers of Italy
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should be changed along the lines of nationality.

Finally,

he mentioned the need to establish an independent Poland.15
This was clearly contrary, in Johnson's opinion, to the war
aims Wilson established in his war message.

In a letter to

his eldest son he confessed:
Had I stood in the United States Senate when
the war was declared, and said we were sending
our young men to Europe to give Trieste and the
Trentino to Italy, together with a couple of
Grecian Islands; that the best blood of America was
to be sent in recovering for France, Alsace and
Lorraine, in wresting from Austria a national
autonomy for a little group of unpronounceable—
and until this war, unheard of—races, I would have
been confined in an insane asylum, or lashed with
scorn from the Senate. . . . We seem to have for
gotten making the world safe for democracy. I am
very sorry because I did love the phrase.-1*3
Johnson's personal opinion of Wilson deteroriated
with every utterance and action of the President, though
he had never thought highly of him in the first place.
As early as 1916 he had written to Fremont Older expressing
the view that he looked upon "Wilson as a mere opportunist
without a conviction in the world."1'

Later, just four

days following Wilson's Fourteen Point Address, he wrote
to his daughter admitting:
The government of Lloyd George and the government
of Wood row Wilson are the antithesis of each other.
_
, President Wilson's Foreign
James B. Scott, ea
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George believes in taking his people into his
confidence; in telling them what he intends and
Vjjat ne vishes; what reasons actuate their govern
ment; of frankly avowing blunders and endeavoring
to point the remedy; and generally, to have free
speech and a free press. The Wilsonian mode of
government, under which we have been chafing for
the past nine months, is suppression, repression,
and appression; to stifle any criticism; to
denounce as pro-German and disloyal, any individual
who makes a legitimate, embarrassing inquiry; and
in every fashion, to prevent and preclude free
expression and fair discussion..3.3
Two weeks later in another letter to his daughter
he analyzed Wilson's motivesj
The difficulty with our . . . situation is that
Wilson is living pages of history utterly detached
from present events. He has taken us into a war
with onthought j~sic], in my opinion, and he is
continuing the war with one idea—to have history
write him the greatest man of all time. Lincoln
freed a small part of our population—and that Black.
Wilson sees himself written by history as the
savior of mankind, and as a ruler who freed all
nations, and established world democracy.19
In these two letters not only is Johnson referring to
Wilson's fourteen points, but he is also referring to
Wilson's intervention in Russia.

Part of Johnson s

disagreement with the peace proposal arose, therefore,
out of his dislike and distract of Wilson.
in November, 1913, the Germans signed the Armistice
20
accepting Wilson's fourteen points as a basis for peace.
Wilson immediately went about making his plans for peace.

18Johnson

to Amy Johnson, January 12, 1918,
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During this period Wilson made several critical errors.
First, previous to the signing of the Armistice during the
October elections of 1910, Wilson angered Republicans by

sending a letter to the public asking that they elect a
Democratic Congress.

Wilson did this because of his belief

that only with a Congress of his own party could he fulfill
21
his peace aims. "
Republicans were resentful because much

earlier Wilson had made the statement that "politics was
adjourned" for the duration of the war.22

Unfortunately

for Wilson, the Republicans gained control of both houses
,
of Congress.23 Wilson thus faced a group he had infuriated
with his letter and their anger may have caused them to be
very partisan when examining his peace proposals.
The second major mistake by Wilson was when he
addressed the Congress before leaving for Europe.

He

promised that he would keep them informed of everything
24
that happened at the peace conference.
ihis supported
the first of his fourteen points, which was "open covenants
25
of peace, openly arrived at • . •
As will be shown
later, he did not keep the Senate informed at all.

In

fact, the entire conference was kept secret.
The third mistake was Wilson's appointments to
the peace delegation.

Not one senator was included.

"Fleming, PP. 33-34.
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While it >?as true that no treaty had ever failed in the
past to be ratified by the Senate/""' Wilson would have been
smart to remember that he faced a hostile Congress.
Instead ol appointing a senator or even asking the advice
of the Senate on his peace proposals» Wilson chose to
ignore them.
himself.

He appointed four other commissioners besides

They were Robert Lansing, Secretary of State?

Colonel Edward House, advisor to the President? Henry White,
an experienced diplomat? and General Tasker Bliss, a member
27
of the Supreme War Council in Paris. "
White was the only Republican, but was barely a
Republican for he "was not at all prominent in party
councils."

28

Johnson was quoted as commenting on the

Commission that!
is his prophet.

"There is no God but God, and Mohammed
In selecting himself as the head of the

five American delegates to the Peace Conference, President
Wilson has named himself five times."

29

Johnson, therefore,

was not only upset about Wilson's decision to go himself,
but also about his choices for the rest of the delegation.30
Unlike his associates in the Senate, Johnson did not
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to Hiram Johnson, Jr., December 26, 1918,
Johnson Papers; Johnson wanted to openly oppose White's
appointment, but after Lodge asked him not to because he
was a personal friend. Johnson refrained from public
denouncement.
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immediately attack the peace proposal.

Senator Knox

attacked the League of Nations as early as December 18,
31
1918.
Lodge attacked the League on February 1, 1917,33
and the proposal on December 21, 1918.33

In February 1919,

Poindexter, Reed, Sherman, and Borah condemned the treaty
and the League of Nations covenant.34

Interestingly enough,

these senators were attacking a document that they had not
yet been able to examine.

They might, att that point, have

been entirely wrong as to what was in the treaty.
Johnson described his objections to the President's
decision to go to the peace conference and why he,
personally, did not attack the treaty on the floor of the
Senate as early as his colleagues in a letter to his sonss
Partisanship is intense and grows more acute
each day. While the Democrats were as bitter as
the Republicans at the decision of the President
to go abroad publicly, the cohesion of their
party is such they have defended him. We've
reached the conclusion that his trip was dictated
solely by his personal vanity. What he has done
since he has been abroad seems to bear this out.
I resented particularly that he would not take
either Congress or the people into his confidence,
as to his purposes, and that he has gone to be
part of the most important meeting since history
began with his purposes locked in his bosom and
bis plans, if he has any, carefully concealed from
those who have the right to know. . . .
If I had an adequate understanding of the sort
of leaoue of nations the President seeks, I'd be
very alad to advocate it upon the floor of the Senate,
and to take sharp issue with Lodge. I am restrained
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because we are yet wholly in ignorance of Wilson's
position, and any utterance upon the subject, of
wi.cn he is champion now, might be at variance with
his subsequent determination.35
Thus Johnson did not begin, as did Lodge and Borah,
as an opponent to the League.

Instead he waited until he

had a more precise idea of that the President proposed.

Johnson was not partisan on this issue. He really desired
to make the right decision.

Moreover this may explain why

Johnson did not present any major addresses in opposition
to the League until June 1919.
While Johnson did not attack the proposal publicly,
he personally attacked Wilson.

Several of his speeches

between December 1918 and June 1919 attacked Wilson for
the secrecy at the peace conference and for the intervention
in Russia.

On December 18, 1918, Johnson attacked the

Russian intervention.36

Specifically, he requested more

information on what was occurring and he desired to know
the justification for American involvement.

To gain more

information on the Russian intervention Johnson introduced
a resolution asking the Secretary of State to send to the
Senate all relevant information concerning activities by
American troops in Russia.

He then proceeded to present

his arguments against what he thought was occurring.

35Johnson

to Hiram Johnson, Jr., December 26, 1918,
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Because of the prevailing attitudes in the United
States on the revolution in Russia, Johnson was very careful
to point out in his opening that he had no sympathy for
the Bolsheviks.

He was attempting to divorce the activity

of American troops from the cause of defeating the
communists.

His purpose was to show that America had no

business involving itself in the internal affairs of
another country.

To support this argument he very aptly

quoted President Wilson several times.

The first was from

Wilson's Fourteen Point Address of January 8, 1918s
VI. The evacuation of all Russian territory
and such a settlement of all questions affecting
Russia as will secure the best and freest cooper
ation of the other nations of the world in obtaining
for her an unhampered and unembarrassed opportunity
for the independent determination of her own
political development and national policy and
assure her of a sincere welcome into the society
of free nations under institutions of her own
choosing; and, more than a welcome, assistance also
of every kind that she may need and may herself
desire. The treatment accorded Russia by her
sister nations in the months to come will be the
acid test of their good will, of their comprehension
of her needs as distinguished from their own interests,
and of their intelligent and unselfish sympathy.
The "acid test," as Johnson referred to it, was
clearly brought to light by the President on February 11,
1918, when he stated that:

"The United States has no

desire to interfere in European affairs or to act as
arbiter in European territorial disputes.••

He then

proceeded to reacKnowledge Wilson's commitment not to
intervene by quoting

Vice-President

Marshall in an

Official statement on United States foreign policy
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declaring that the United States would not interfere with
Russian matters.
Unfortunately the statements, according to Johnson,
were not honored.

Instead the facts indicate that the

Lnited States intervened in Russia.

For his proof Johnson

turned to the statements made by the press.

He said5

And in the months since the press reports
tell us of skirmishes and battles? of American
soldiers fighting Russian soldiers; and of all
the attendant circumstances of war between hostile
peoples. November 27 the press despatches carried
from Archangel stated that American troops were
holding the line against the Bolsheviki on the
middle sector of the Northern from in the region
of Iladish, after 10 weeks of fighting in swamps
and thick undergrowth.
After quoting a few more press reportsf Johnson
suggested to his audience that:
The policy with respect to Russia was stated
in the August pronunciamento, but alas, these were
mere words. The policy today no one knows, but
what actually exists is war, and yet I know of no
declaration of war by the Congress. After a year
of revolution in Russia, after some months of actual
warfare by our forces, the administration has taken
neither Congress nor the people into its confidence.
What an anomalous situation for the great democracy
of the world demanding open diplomacy and justice for
all peoples.
Wilson, therefore, was not interested in open diplomacy.
Instead Johnson saw him with different motives.

Wilson

wished to force America's ideas and government on others.
To this Johnson replied:
aj-e

confronted, therefore, with a concealed
danger of war against rev°mion in ai1 countries,
whether enemv or ally, to prevent the agitationt
revolution from spreading. If a "League of Nationsrevolution _rui
motives, it will degenerate
is formed upon any sucn muw»
a
into a "Holy Alliance,"
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This was the first public hint of Johnson's
attitude toward the League of Nations which was being
formed in Europe.

in a letter written'April 12, 1919,

to C. K. McGlatchy, Johnson referred to this speech
explaining thcit he was attempting to provide the public
with an example of what might occur if a League of Nations
was formed:
I was endeavoring to point concretely what
the League of Nations really is, because, in this
Russian situation, we have exactly the League of
Nations. This League decreed the Russian expedition
against our vote. Congress never* declared war, a
war has been carried on by United States troops
under the direction and command of the foreign
nations, who constitute the majority of the present
allied council. ... If the people could be made
to understand a concrete instance like this, and
that it is exactly what will be done under a League
of Nations, the most forceable example possible,
it seems to me is presented.
Johnson concentrated his early attacks on the
Russian intervention, thus publicizing for the public
what would occur under a League of Nations.

Johnson

again and again throughout his speeches quoted Wilson
and his fourteen points.

Clearly he saw Wilson as a man

who did not live up to his promises.

When Johnson did

attack one of the fourteen points it was because of a
disagreement with Wilson's interpretation of each point,
in fact, he attacked Wilson on December 4, 1918, for not
clearly explaining his interpretation before embarking for
Europe:

I
37Johnson
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An^the Senator from New Jersey ("Mr. Frelingnuysenj well says, we are today in the situation
that we do not know the President's interpretation
of what he has stated regarding terms of peace; the
American people do not know the President's
interpretation of his 14 points. Some of them are
nebulous; some of them are yet indefinable; some of
them as yet are not understood; and the President
of the United States has departed, or is about to
depart, for foreign shore, leaving the American
people neither understanding what he meant nor
knowing what he goes for.33
By January 1919, Johnson had become very disillu
sioned with Wilson.

He had not at all kept the negotiations

public as he had promised the American people in his first
point of the fourteen.

On January 17, 1919, Johnson

attacked Wilson for not keeping the peace conference
open.39

In this speech he opened with the remark that

he agreed with Borah and only wished to add what little
he could.

This is important because it was the first time

that he clearly connected himself with the opposition.
Publicly, therefore, Johnson more and more sounded like
one of the irreconcilables.
On January 29, 1919, Johnson gave a fairly lengthy
address on the Russian intervention.

Similar to his first

speech on Russia, Johnson again quoted Wilson's xourteen
points.

Some new arguments did arise.

First, Johnson

indirectly attacked Wilson's internationalism by claiming:

38Text

taken from congressional Record, 65th Cong.,
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Tfc. 13 tf1v? for an American policy. Bring home
American^soldiers. Rescue our own democracy.
es ore its free expression. Get American business
DILLJ xv.s normal channels. Let American life, social
and economic, be American again.^0
This statement was what one would expect from Johnson. He
was considered a progressive and one would expect that he
would be in a hurry to return to domestic policies so that
reform could continue.
troops on foreign soil.

He had become tired of American
He had not given up all hope,

however, for he still prayed that Wilson would overcome
the secret treaties which had been formulated by the other
allies.

This was evident in a statement made later in his

address.

He said:

The difficulty of the President in interpreting
his peace points as to territorial acquisitions is
that long ago England, France, and Italy reached
their conclusions, and the President is up against
the contracts, signed, sealed, delivered, and in
the pockets of the allies. The secret treaties
which were executed before our entrance into the
war were auite definite in form, and apportioned
territories to the three great belligerents, and
also to Russia. These secret treaties, with the
elimination of Russia, I feel sure, are deemed
effective and binding; nor do I doubt that substan
tially the territory they embrace will be divided
in accordance with their provisions. If the President
can break through the traditions of diplomacy; if he
can revive and have adopted his peace points apparently
discarded with the opening of the peace conference;
if he can effect a disregard of the secret treaties
entered into for territorial dispositions and
acquisitions by the three great powers; and if he can
comoel th° altruistic and idealistic peace of which
he has so often spoken his will be the greatest
achievement of any statesman of any time. My hopes
and my prayers are with him in his extraordinary task.

40This
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rest of the address does not, however, support,

A

this hope.

Johnson continued to attack the administration

i,or its policy with regard to Russia. To him this action
clearly demonstrated that Wilson was not living up to his
fourteen points.

Wilson stated that each nation had the

right of self-determination, but this was not being
followed.

He pointed out that the English were commanding

American troops and that many Americans and Russians had
died as a result of the intervention. Then, finally, after
inserting into the Record several newspaper accounts of
the Russian intervention by both American and British
sources, he concluded:
Why did we enter Russia? I answer, for no
very good reasons and we have remained for no
reason at all.
What is our policy toward Russia? I answer
we have no policy. We have engaged in a miserable
misadventure stultifying our professions, and
setting at naught our promises. We have punished
no guilty? we have but brought misery and starvation
and death to the innocent. We have garnered none
of the fruits of the victory of war, but suffer
the odium and infamy of undeclared warfare. We
have sacrificed our own blood to no purpose, and
into American homes have brought sorrow and anguish
and suffering.
The Russian intervention may well have been the major
event besides the secret treaties and the secret diplomacy
of the peace conference which drove Johnson into the ranks
of the opposition.
Again on January 31, 1919, Johnson attached
Wilson for not keeping the American people and congress
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informed on what was occurring at the peace conference.4*
Although he still had very little idea of what was in the
treaty, other than what newsmen reported, Johnson promised
what his vote would bes

"X amount to little in this bodyj

my voice will not carry far? but there will be one vote in
this body when the treaty comes to use that will never vote
for American troops to take care of Turkey in Asia or
German colonies in Africa."
This was the last speech Johnson presented on the
treaty in this session of Congress.
his last attack.

It was not, however,

He reiterated his disagreement with

Wilson and the treaty by signing a petition which was
circulated among the Republican senators.

Lodge presented

the resolution on the Senate floor March 3, 1919. The
resolution stated that the thirty-seven Republican senators
who had signed disagreed with the treaty as it stood at that
42
time and would not vote for it m xcs present fortn,
Nichols states that "Beyond the signification
[of the petition] of his opposition to the first draft of
the Covenant of the League of Nations, Johnson's position
43
was not publicly stated at this time."
As already shown
this is not the case.

Johnson stated his opposition during

his speeches against the Russian intervention.

Moreover

41Text
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he demonstrated his opposition by attacking Wilson for not
living up to his fourteen points.

Of course, his opposition

was apparent in his letters to his family long before he
made any significant speech concerning the peace treaty.
On March 16, 1919, in a letter to Archibald Johnson, his
youngest son, he wrote?
I wanted to be for a League of Nations, and I
remained very quiet in the hope I could be, but
this hybrid thing which makes us the "goat" of
everything rotten in the world, that compels us
to police Europe and Asia and Africa, that makes
us guarantee the territorial integrity of all
countries, and requires submission of our internal
policies to a council of nine in which we have one
vote, which indeed, leaves us as the only going and
solvent concern in the world holding the bag for the
bankrupt nations of the earth, I can't stomach and
I will not vote for it,-if every elector in
California demands it.''4±
Clearly from the tone of this letter one would
expect Johnson to make a major address on the subject much
sooner than he did.

Instead his opposition remained

fragmented in a few speeches on other subjects.

An

explanation why he did not make a longer address against
the League earlier may be found in a lettei and a telegj.am
sent to C. K. McClatchy.

In the letter of April 7, 1919,

he asked for McClatchy* s advice on the issue of the peace
45
treaty and the secret treaty between Britain and Japan.
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McClatchy apparently opposed Johnson's making a strong
public stand on the issue at that time because Johnson
sent a telegram on April 8, 1.919s, agreeing with McClatchy
that he should stay out of the discussion.^

Johnson;,

however, was not happy with this situation for, on April
29, 1919, he confessed to his son in a letter that he
would soon be "slamming away at the League of Nations."'*7
On May 7, 1919, a summary of the treaty was
48
published.
By this time Congress had been called by
Wilson into a special session.

With some information

finally available Johnson began to make a stronger stand
against the treaty.

Although he did not present any

major addresses against the treaty or the League in May,
he did present a resolution on May 20, 1919, requesting
the Secretary of State to transmit the entire text of the
treaty to the Senate.49

But before any action was taken

Johnson presented his first major address on the League of
50
Nations, June 2, 1919.
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It was a very long address.

In it Johnson

expressed the arguments against the treaty and the League
of Nations which he saw as important,

in his introduction

he insisted that it was the duty of every senator to speak
on the treaty as he believed, ignoring any possible
political or personal consequencesi
. . . in speaking upon this instrument I want
to insist that no man who is a member of this body,
upon whom in the final analysis rests the obligation
to decide the future destiny of this country, shall
be deterred from speaking in frank and in open
fashion by any fear of personal consequences or
no matter who that person may bej but that Senators
of the United States, conscious that upon them
rests this great and this solemn duty, shall speak
in absolute fearlessness and with the utmost
frankness and characterize the acts and the facts
that are pertinent to the issue just exactly as
their judgments and the consciences may require.
This is a time for plain speaking. The man who
blinks the facts now does a distinct disserve to
his coxmtry.
This statement attempts to characterize Johnson
as nonpartisan, for he was not only justifying his
following arguments and opinions, but also disassociating
himself from the party politics of Lodge which he referred
to in later letters."5

Since most polls indicated that a

majority of the public favored ratification of the treaty,
52
Johnson wanted to emphasize that his motives were honest.
His first argument was that the President had kept

Johnson to sons, July 24, 1919, Johnson Papers.
52Bailey,
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the treaty secret and that none of its clauses had been
•
~.
S3
justified by Wilson,
Moreover he suggested that many
of the words of the Covenc^nt were "often ambiguous and
obscure,"
Johnson then proceeded to dismiss the many .reso
lutions that had been sent to him in support of the treaty
by many public groups.

He dismissed them by claiming that,

at the time they were sent, no one knew the contents of the
treaty.

Finally, he suggested that many of these people

were aroused by the call for peace.

In other vrords, he

admitted that like the many people who had given their
support to the President for his efforts during the war
and the fourteen points, the League of Nations "possessed
a charm" which had appealed to him.

He went on to point

out that they were confused by all the propaganda of the
war.

For example, he concluded that "this deadening and

perverting mind process has had its evil effects and has
been one of the powerful agencies for preventing people
from knowing the facts or the possibilities of the League
of Nations."
In this way Johnson was able to suggest that, the
people were not wrong but rather that they had been tricked
by Wilson*s propaganda.

This was a technique utilized by

Johnson to avoid insulting the intelligence of those who

53T*ic,
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had given their support for the treaty.

He desired to

sound as if he was merely providing new information which
had not been available beforehand.
He summed up what he thought the treaty meant for
the different tuitions involved!
The victory for the United States means neither
territory nor reparations. It should mean the
triumph of our loud-trumpeted ideals for civiliz
ation, for the rights of small nations, for selfdetermination, for democracy. It means for England,
France, Italy, and Japan huge territories, vast
numbers of people, immense national gain. The
burden must be borne of protecting and safeguarding
these enormous allied gains.
Finally he suggested that the United States would have to
bear the burden in the treaty for protecting the gains of
others.

In a statement similar to one be made in a letter

he saidt
The one going solvent concern nationally [the
United States] is about to enter into partnership
with certain national bankrupts. We give of our
assets, both moral and material, and assume a
part of their liabilities. We do not need them
as partners. They require us.
yield to us
nothing. We give them everything.'
Johnson suggested that the United States did not even need
to enter into the treaty for reasons of defense.
Geographically the United States had the perfect defense.
He asserted that this advantage would always exist.
Johnson obviously did not consider the advancement of
technology, but he «aS correct, at least at that time.

54s-=e
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that, the country was protected by its very isolation from
Europe.
Jonnson then moved into admitting that the United
States must play some role in international affairs.

He

suggested, however, it should do so only in those instances
where it was deemed necessary.

Without actually saying it,

he asserted that if the United States joined the League
it would be forced to participate actively in international
affairs.

To prove this Johnson used an example of a

previous treaty, the treaty which had been signed in 1815
following the Napoleonic world wars, setting up the Holy
Alliance:
On November* 20, 1915, "the big four," Russia,
Prussia, Austria, and England, completed their
Quadruple Alliance. By Article 6 of this alliance
it was provided that in order "to consolidate the
intimate relations which united the four sovereigns
for the world's happiness" it was necessary to hold
periodic meetings either of monarchs or of ministers
to concert measures "for the repose and prosperity
of the people." The four great powers then were to
constitute an international court for the settlement
of all questions which threatened existing order as
fixed by the treaties concluded at Vienna and Paris.
This he paralleled with the concept of the League of Nations.
He went on to quote the specifics of the "Holy Alliance" to
show how similar the treaty was to Article j.0 of the present
treaty.

For examole, Johnson asserted th«at the statements

made during the treaty discussions of the past were the same
as the statements made at the current peace conference,
T wi«"h that there were time to insert in full
the various pronunciamentos of the allies in the^

rpnturv when, under the pretense of preserving
peace with the sword, they destroyed freedom. If
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their various proclamations wore recited today,
and no indication given of the time of their
issuance and the specific matters to which they
relate, they would readily be ascribed to modern
utterances or the; advocates of the League of
Nations, and would be taken as a part of the
discussions at Paris, At Laibach, in 1821, the
proclamation of the allied monarchs said of
themselvest "In the future, as in the past, they
will always have the purpose of preserving the
independence and rights of each State as they
are recognized and defined by existing treaties,"
He compared this statement with Article 10 of the
Covenant which claimed thatj
Territorial integrity! The members of the
league undertake to respect and preserve us
against external aggression the territorial
integrity and existing political independence
of all members of the league. In case of any
such aggression, or in case of any threat or
danger of such aggression, the council shall
advise upon the means by which this obligation
shall be fulfilled.
After succeeding in showing the similarities, Johnson
related to his audience the utter failure of previous
treaties.

He askedi

"Now what happened in the guaranty

of preservation of existing treaties made just after the
Napoleonic wars, the sort of guax'anty immeasurably
strengthened to which we bi.nd ourselves?

.the answer was*

Under Metternich's leadership, the Congress of
Troopau was held. England and France declined to
enaace in Metternich's enterprises. Revolution had
broken out in south Italy. The people were striving
for freedom. They forced their king to proclaim a
constitution and asked a liberal government. Under_
the terms of the Quadruple Alliance for the protection
of treaties an Austrian expedition invaded Naples,
defeated the people, and put back upon the throne
vithafcsolutepover the ^calcitrant sovereign
Ferdinand. In Piedmont in
*a®
r o n o ' - i f a n d revolution was ended in Italj ana
the iroment died. In 1822 Ferdinand VII
freedorr

for
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of Spain, the most worthless of rulers, was expelled
by his people, who adopted a constitution and
endeavored to have a government founded upon liberty.
The great powers under the formula and definition of
Metternich sent a hundred thousand French troops
into Spain, who whipped the ill—disciplined people
and restored the dissolute monarch. And all this
was done under a clause not a tithe as strong as
that under which we are asked to bind ourselves
in the League of Nations,
This part of the speech contained the best
arguments Johnson presented.

His approach was unique.

His colleagues had not been as well evidenced.

Only

Johnson had utilized past examples so extensively. Only
Johnson had pointed out the similarities and the failures
of past treaties.
The final portion of his speech contained arguments
that his senatorial colleagues had presented earlier.
Johnson attacked the treaty for not protecting the Monroe
doctrine, and for giving each of Britain's dominions a
separate vote in the League of Nations. This lie compared
with the one vote that the United States was allowed and
concluded that Britain would control the League and force
the United states to participate in foreign affairs. He
suggested that this brought up the "fundamental question
which every American father and mother should answeri . . .
Shall American boys police the world?"
Johnson then mentioned the secret treaties and
condemned giving Shantung to Japan.

He implied that

Japan would be able to force the league to interfere
in internal actions such as the Alien Laws passed in
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California *

He pointed out for the Southern senators that

the majority of people in countries which would be members
of the league were colored and alluded to the possibility
of foreign intervention into race relations in the South®
Summing up, Johnson saidj
In a word, Mr. President, this league means
that American boys shall police the vrorldj that
all the tottering nations of the earth shall be
upheld by our blood and our bone? that Europe,
Asia, and Africa may draw upon us in their every
dispute and quarrel; that our Nation will be at
the mercy of European and Japanese diplomats who
never had and never will have any sympathy with
our aspirations or our ideals; that we with our
glorious past shall guarantee the territorial
integrity of every country on earth and the bondage
of every suffering people in anguish begging for
freedom; that we destroy our Monroe Doctrine and
submit controversies on the American Hemisphere to
determination by foreign powers. It means that I,
must abandon the lessons of my youth, which until
this moment have been the creed of my manhood, of
American ideals, American principles, and American
patriotism; that I must deny the Americanism I
taught my children, and that under God's blessing
I hope to teach my grandchildren. It means the
halting and betrayal of New World liberalism, the
triumph of cynical Old Worlo diplomacy, the humil
iation and end of American idealism.
Certain partisan gentlemen, Mr. President, have
of late been making the issue partisanly. For one,
X make the issue with them. it is not one political
party or the other® The issue is the Republic, tits
Renubl ic that Washington .gave_jJs^J.hajb_Lincoln saved
dltioEs and [ ideals_have _£een_so
oloriously uoheId by our valiant sons .abroad*.^—Ihe
issue is~AmerXca. And I arti_^_^mgrican.
The speech was met with immediate applause from
the floor and the galleries.

Although Nichols asserts

that Johnson had failed to consider the changes in the
world situation which allowed for collective security
within the League of Nations and concludes that Johnson-s
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argument based on the Holy Alliance was specious,he gives
no reason why Johnson's view of the world was incorrect,
hor did Wilson ever mention any significant difference
between the Holy Alliance and the peace treaty.

Apparently,

no senator was prepared to question his analogy? at least
none did immediately after his address.b6

Johnson8 s

arguments were valid from an historical standpoint.
The effects of the address are difficult to assess.
The New York Times, for example, reported excerpts of
Johnson's speech but made no comment on its effect or
arguments.57 The speech may have changed some attitudes,
however, because Stanley Moffat, a lawyer, demonstrated
the importance of Johnson's arguments and his persuasiveness
when he wrote to Johnson admittingt
I am a Wilson Democrat and have been very
enthusiastic over the prospect of a World League,
held out to us by the President, but now that we
have been given a summary of the peace treaty, I
am so bitterly disappointed over its terms that
I hope it will be rejected in every quarter. . . .
But until you made your speech of today, not
a single man in public life hac given a decent
argument against the League. Senator Lodge and
his group of peanut politicians have been merely
trying to make 1920 political capital out of
stabbing Wilson in the back and I despise that
vhole group.

5jNichols,

p. 64*
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57New

York Times, 3 June 1919,

50Stanley
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Moffat

to Hiram Johnson, June 2, 1919,
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July to members of the 339th infantry in Detroit.

It was

a snort, speech. The crowd was probably no more than fifteen
63
hundred.
He was introduced by the Mayor as "the man who
had stood in the Senate and fought for the return of
American troops from Russia.
Americanism in his speech.

^ Johnson emphasized

He claimed, referring to the

treaty, that "we are standing at the crossroads, and one
leads to imperialistic control, and the other is the
straight and narrow path of Americanism."65
Two days later Johnson addressed the populace of
Providence, Rhode Island.

Excerpts of the address,

printed in the Boston Evening Transcript, indicate that
he gave the same speech he had given in the Senate on
June 2, 1919.

In fact, his ending was word for word what
66
it had been in his Senate speech.
Another newspaper

reported that Johnson "... stirred his audience of more
67
than 2,000 persons to a wild pitch of enthusiasm."
Excited by the response he was getting, Johnson
moved on to speak in Boston the very next day.

He gave two

speeches which were met with widespread applause, but the
second received the greatest approbation.

63Nichols,
64New

The Boston

pp. 172-73.

York. Times, 5 July 1919.

Ibid.
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^prn-r^onrp Daily Journg.i*
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July 1919, in

67
Herald reportedj
Fof p
hour and a half at Tremont Temple
la.-r.i- night Joiaison pummeled the league to the
intense delight and satisfaction of more than
3,0JO persons until the poor old league looked
about as groggy and with as many black eyes as
"Jess" Willard after his three-round conference
with "Jack" Dempsey. . . .
It was a great meeting, held under the auspices
of the League for the Preservation of American
Independence, and there was an overflow meeting
in Lorimer Hall—and even then there were many
who could not be accommodated in either
meeting. . . .
Senator Johnson was given a vociferous
reception. He was cheered and cheered, and
cheers were finally called for "the next President"
and given without stint. But the Senator paid
little attention to the reception he got. He
waived for silence and plunged into a speech with
a vigor and a force that never wavered nor faltered
for an hour and a half. . .
°

Overall Johnson was very happy with his small tour
69
through the New England states.
Moreover Johnson made
the most successful tour of all his associates.

He proved

that there was some anti-league sentiment in the country.70
president Wilson returned fzom Luiope on July 9,
1919.

He finally presented the official copy of the treaty

to the Senate for rat ification.

The treaty, of course, went

first to the Foreign Relations Committee.

Lodge was

chairman and both Borah and Johnson were members.

For the

purposes of this study it is not appropriate to discuss all

68Boston

Herald, 9 July 1919, in Nichols, pp. 175-76.

69Johnson

to Alex McCabe, July 16, 1919, Johnson

Papers.
/0Stone,

p. 107.
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that occurred in the hearings of the Foreign Relations
Committee, because Johnson did practically no speaking.
It is important to note, however, that while Johnson felt
he played an important role in the hearings he did not
feel that he received adequate credit."^

It is probable,

therefore, that the lack of publicity about Johnson's
activities in the Senate stimulated him to go on the stump.
Since he received much better news coverage when speaking
outside the Senate, it was natural that he preferred to go
on the stump.

The Boston Evening Transcript described the

type of reinforcement that Johnson received when he spoke
before the publict
Ever since [his speech in Providence"] invitations
to speak all over Rhode Island have followed Senator
Johnson through Northern New England. That "one
night" stand at providence opened the eyes of the
politicians and "the nice people" by one of their
public servants who is unafraid of anybody in or
out of Washington who talks or writes.
The same source also claimed that "the only member of the
73
Senate [Wilson] is afraid of is Hiram Johnson."
The
reinforcement was so strong that Johnson concluded in a
letter to Alex McCabe that from the response he had
received in New England he was convinced that a "grassroots

71Johnson

to sons, August 15, 1919, Johnson Papers.
pypninc Transcript, 12 July 1919, Johnson

Papers.
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campaign

against the league was possible,74

Although Johnson showed faith in the people he showed
no such faith in his colleeiguest
Watching over the shoulder of the real contenders
are our masters of Wall Street winking at one
another and knowing that we* re fighting a great
sham battle from their standpoint, "Reservations"
are cried by them, and "reservations" are re-echoed
by the timid, the weak, the vacillating, the
cowardly and the crooked. Soon the President
will accept the reservations, the League of Nations
will, be adopted with them, and the Republicans will
claim a great victory with their reservations, the
President a greater victory with his League, and
the international bankers will chuckle as they take
the receivership of the world through any kind of a
League of Nations and make billions of profit. In
my sober judgment, this will be the result. How
these men in New York who make our Presidents run
our government must laugh in their sleeves at the
rest of us. They never lose,
I'm somewhat irritated at the situation as
you may observe. There are not more than half a
dozen I can trust in all the Senate. I'm trying
now to block this rotten scheme, but I haven't
much hope of success, /J
A few days later Wilson announced that he would go
to the people with his case.

In response to this announcement

Johnson received a letter from James i, Williams, J?.,,
editor of the Boston Evening Transcript, who pleaded i
The announcement, my dear Senator, makes it
all the more imperative, as I believe, that the
majority of the Senate Committee an Foreign Relations
should have a spokesman on the stump at the same
time that the President is on the stump, in order
that their spokesman may lay before the jury of the
nation the other side of the case the case of
74Johnson

to Alex McCabe, July 16, 1919, Johnson

Papers.
75jofcnson to eons, J**ly 24, 1919, Johnson Papers,

I

s raight Americanism versus Crooked Imperialism. . .
It is no reflection upon the ability of your
sympathetic associates in this great fight, on the
Committee and in the Senate, to say that you are,
I believe, the most available senator as a spokes
man at this time. The reasons for your preeminent
availability have never been better set forth than
Senator Borah set them forth the evening we were
your guests at dinner. The man in the White House
is more afraid of you in this particular fight than
of any other member of the Senate. I know this
from men in his confidence, and my knowledge is
reinforced by reasons obvious to all. He has never
stood up in a two-fisted fight, and you are at all
times a two-fisted fighter.'6
The letter must heive persuaded Johnson because he thought
it important enough to send a copy of the letter to his
77
sons on July 28, 1919.

By August Johnson had become

convinced that the piiblic was ignorant of the contents
of the treaty.

He wrote?

. . . nobody reads the Treaty, and nobody pays
any attention to it. In it, we are bound indef
initely with Exiropean broils and troubles, and
with a collection of the undefined sums levied
upon Germany.
In respect to tying us up with Europe, the
Treaty is worse than the League of Nations.
You simply cannot, however, get our people to
pay any attention to this. You can*t oet even
the newspapers to write concerning it.
Thus Johnson was sure that he was needed on the stump.
Believing that the people were ignorant and that he was
the best stump speaker in the Senate, he finally decided
on August 15, 1919, that he could "do more in talking to

78James

T. Williams to Johnson, July 26, 1919,

Johnson Papers.
77Johnson

to sons, July 28, 1919, Johnson Papers.

78Johnson

to sons, August 1, 1919, Johnson Papers

our people than in talking to tine Senate#"

Even though Johnson was sure that he should go to
the people, others were not.

For example, the New York

Times printed on August 30, 1919s
There were indications that Senator Lodge, as
Republican Leader, was trying to discourage any
considerable exodus of Senators to take the
stump against the President. His view, expressed
tonight, is that Senators should remain in
Washington, where, he thinks, they will command
greater publicity for their speeches in reply to
and attack on the President's arguments than if
they set out to follow him or cross his path.SO
At first Lodge was successful. Because of his opposition
O1
Johnson cancelled his trip.
This did not last, however,
for Johnson, McCorrniek, and Borah eventually met and
decided that someone must answer the President's arguments

Johnson declared that he was going on the stump and
intended to follow Wilson despite any opposition to his
going.82

Johnson thus decided to follow the President
because he felt the opposition's side must be presented to
83
the people and that he was the best choice to do it.

79Johnson
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Stone, on the other hand, suggests that Johnson decided to
go on the tour for political reasons, because he thought
it would help him to gain the nomination for the Presidency,®'
This position, however, is unsubstantiated.

All the material

indicates that Johnson was more concerned about the defeat
of the League of Nations than he was about gaining the
Presidency.

He very clearly stated privately that he

believed that he had no chance of gaining the nomination,
Several times he said that if he had a choice between the
nomination and the defeat of the league he would choose the
ft ft
latter.
His decision to oppose Wilson was based on
what he thought was his duty rather than on political
reasons.
Johnson's greatest role in the League of Nations
controversy, then, was yet to come.

He gave only one major

speech in the Senate, but he proved to be an outstanding
stump speaker.

In Chapter III we will examine the first

portion of Johnson's tour and compare his success with
that of Wilson's.

8lStone,

P« 131.

85johnson

to sons, August 7, 1919, Johnson Papers

86Johnson
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CHAPTER III
JOHNSON* S SEPTEMBER STUMPI
FOLLOW THAT TRAIN
What made Hiram Johnson so important and colorful
during the League of Nations controversy was not his
contributions in the Senate, but rather his ability to
move audiences to extreme enthusiasm and emotional
intensity.

Even Johnson admitted that the audiences

he encountered during his tour against the League of
Nations and President Wilson were the most sensational
he had ever experienced.
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze Johnson's
September stump and to discover why he was as successful
as, if not more successful, than Wilson was during his tour.
Many studies have been completed on President Wilson's
western tour2 but Johnson has been almost ignored.

A major

to sons, September 21, 1919, Johnson Papers,
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley. See
also Johnson to wife, September 13, 1919, Johnson Papers.
Johnson told his wife that his meetings up to and including
St. Louis were the most wonderful he had ever addressed.
1Johnson

2An excellent account of Wilson's tour can be
found in, Robert Blair Pence, "The Western Trip of Woodrow
Wilson, September 1919- (Master's thesis, University of
California; Berkeley, 1947) or see David Henry Jennings,
"President Wilson's Tour in September, 191 i Study o.
Forces Oo^rating During tne League o. Nations *ight
(P£?D? dissertation, Ohio State University, 1958).
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reason for this lack of attention may have been the many
obstacles encountered by a researcher interested in Johnson.
First, while there exists a complete collection of
3
Wilson's speeches, there exists no comparable collection
of Johnson's addresses.

Instead the researcher is forced

to rely upon newspaper accounts for the texts of Johnson* s
speeches.

Fortunately, in most cases, partial texts were

available in newspapers.

Of course, there is no certain

way of guaranteeing that the accounts are completely
accurate except in those cases where the newspaper account
could be verified with other accounts.

This researcher

discovered that the most helpful newspapers were those
printed in the specific cities in which Johnson had spoken.
Many of these, however, were not readily available.
The second most complete accounts of Johnson's
tour were found in San Francisco newspapers.

They were

more complete than other newspapers because not only was
Johnson from California but his home city was San Francisco.
Since these newspapers contained fairly extensive accounts
of Johnson's addresses during his tour and were available to
the researcher, they were utilized more often than were
other sources.
The third most helpful accounts were found in a

3Texts

of Wilson's speeches were taken from
rexes
nodd, eds., Presidential
F
Ray S. Baker and U nd"put.iic Papers of v.doorb w WiTson,
Messa^esf, Addre^r-T—pt-prthers~Publxshers, T3™27).
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ocrcpboo;.. which, was part of the Johnson Papers at the
Bancroft Library.

These were not used extensively because

it was felt that they were placed in the scrapbcok only
because they were highly favorable to him.
Other newspaper accounts were found to be of little
help because most of them printed only the Associated Press
or United Pres3 releases.
San Francisco papers.

These were also available in the

The major problem with these stories

was that they printed only excerpts from his speeches and
refrained from making any conclusions about the effects on

4
his audiences.
Before any conclusions were formulated on Johnson's
success, several factors were considered.

First, the

researcher discovered that Wilson started with many
advantages that Johnson could not claim.

Me was the

President of the United States and could more easily gain
publicity that could Johnson, who was only a senator.
Also, Wilson had the privilege of traveling on a specially
equipped train.5

Not only did Wilson have his own private

car but he also supplied a car for reporters who followed
his swina.

This allowed Wilson to maintain constant contact

with the press.

4As

many newspapers as were available were consulted.
The ones uled .rest often were. Los Angeles Trmes, Sacramento
Bee. Fresno Republican, Ke* Yoricji^s, San Francisco
C H r o n T c I e, a n a ~ ~ T a n . i ' r a n c i s c o j .
^Thomas Bailey, Woodrow Wilso^and the Great Betrayal
(New York: MacMillan Company,
pp. 101-4.

7G
Johnson, on the other hand, had no such advantage,
Not only was he forced to travel by whatever means were
available, but reporters who intended to travel with Johnson
were forced to find their ovm transportation.

Thus Wilson

enjoyed the constant advantage of publicity while Johnson
was forced to take whatever publicity he could obtain,
Johnson faced another more significant disadvantage
with regard to publicity that Wilson did not have to worry
about.

Host of the newspapers in the country favored

ratification of the treaty and of the League of Nations,6
Often they would place Wilson on the front page and hide
news of Johnson on the fourth or fifth page, if at all.
The most stunning example was the Mew York Times. Usually
any articles on Johnson and his speeches were found on the
fourth page or on later pages.
front page coverage.

Wilson always received

Moreover he nearly always enjoyed

more space than Johnson.7

This might have been justified

if Wilson could have claimed larger audiences and bettex*
reactions, but this was not the case. Often Johnson not
only spoke to larger audiences, but also elicited more
enthusiastic responses from those who heard his addresses.
Any analysis of Johnson's addresses must take these
6_
.
The United States and the League
n
of Nation^ i|l8^1920 (New~York$ Russell and Russell,^968),
pp7~118-219.
7>jp>w York Times, September 1919.
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factors favoring Wilson into

account before an objective

conclusion can be possible.
r-ven though the New York Times was highly biased,
it was utilized along with the Fresno Republican in this
study.

it was felt that since both the Times and the

Republican were favorable toward the league, they would
help to balance any biases which might have been apparent
in those newspapers which favored Johnson and his stand
against the treaty and the League of Nations.

If all the

newspapers seemed to agree on a particular issue, it was
probably that their conclusions were accurate.

On this

basis an analysis of Johnson's addresses was possible.
President Wilson began his speaking tour September
4, 1919, at Columbus, Ohio.

Johnson did not begin his

speaking until September 10, 1919, at Chicago, Illinois.
The re fore, by the time Johnson started Wilson had given
several addresses.

In fact, Johnson referred to different

speeches by Wilson in his Chicago address no fewer than
three different times.

Even though Wilson had avoided

speaking in Chicago because of the anti-league sentiment
there, Johnson and his colleagues decided to commence their
anti-league campaign in that city.

Chicago's major

newspaper, the Tribune, was considered against the league. 8
Johnson's address in Chicago was important for two

8 Pence,

p. 58.
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reasons.

First, two other senators, Borah and McCormick,

spoke at the engagement,which helped to increase interest
in the event.

Moreover by speaking in Chicago, given the

large anti-league attitude, Johnson was guaranteed a large
audience.

The publicity and the reactions of Johnson's

audience no doubt helped in attracting future audiences
during his tour.
Secondly, the speech itself was important because
it demonstrated to Wilson and the public that Johnson
intended to refute the specific arguments presented by
the President during his tour.
rebuttal arguments.

His speech was filled with

He attacked the President without

mercy, moving from argument to argument, never failing to
point out mistakes or distortions in Wilson's addresses.
President Wilson often opened his speeches with
a statement declaring how pleased he was to be able to
report to the people.

He would suggest that the people

were the only ones to whom he owed a response.

After

having built rapport with the audience,Wilson would assert
that others speaking about the League of Nations and the
treaty had greatly distorted its meaning.
the facts.

Only he knew

In most of Wilson's addresses it was evident

that he relied on his credibility to persuade his audiences.9
Johnson, perhaps realizing Wilson's strategy,

9q«e

his speech in Columbus, Ohio, September 4,
1919, Wilson Addresses, pp. 590-605.
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began his speeches with an attack on Wilson's credibility,
ror example, in Chicago he pointed to the President's
opening statement in Columbus, September 4, 1919,

Instead

of an unbiased report to his fellow citizens, Johnson
referred to Wilson's speech as a collection of "intemperate
and harsh criticism."""

Then Johnson proceeded to show

that Wilson's arguments were specious.

Taking Wilson's

fourteen points one by onef Johnson attempted to show that
it was Wilson, and not his opponents, who had failed,
He concentrated his attack on Wilson's address at
St, Louis, made a few days earlier.

Johnson claimed that

the "inexorable facts make the issue with Mr, Wilson."
This sentence was used again and again,
perfect parallel structure.

It was almost a

He would say that the facts

took issue with the President and then would give an example,
He started with Vfilson's statement that the League of
Nations would keep American boys from having to go abroaa
aaain.12

At the very time that the President was making

this statement, Johnson declared, "American boys were upon
the Rhine condemned to remain there for fifteen years by

1(Wth

American [Philadelphia], 11 September 1919,

Johnson Papers.
11This

and subseauent quotations from the speech
. ,
t
. v,n "in Pranri sco chronicle, 11 September 1919,
are taken from the
New York Times. 11 September
Speech can
11"September 1919, and Etsamr
1919; San Franc^scg_r^amine^5»
r
Republican, I" September 191*.
12v«
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uttered his words,

seven thousand American sons of American fathers and American
mothers were being ordered by the Paris conference," to
patrol the coal mines of Silesia.

Moreover Johnson declared

that American boys were being "slain in Asia, at Vladivostok
and in Siberia."

He concludedt

All these things are done by the men at Paris,
sitting in secret, and many of them will be continued
by the same men or their representatives sitting in
secrecy at Geneva.
The facts make the issue with Mr. Wilson and
the issue is, shall American boys be brought home.
Shall America be America again or shall American
boys at the bequest of Mr. Wilson and his colleagues,
acting in secrecy, be sent to their death in Europe
and in Asia. The issue is shall the Republic still
be the masters of its destiny, or shall that destiny
be entrusted to foreign nations?
Next Johnson moved into another attack claiming
that even when Wilson descended from his criticism and
deception to a relating of the facts, his memory failed.
Johnson reminded his audience that in St. Louis Wilson had
stated that Britain was forced to promise the Shantung
province of China to Japan in order to persuade her to
enter the war against Germany.1"'
not true.

This, he claimed, was

Japan entered the war in 1914 and the treaties

with France and Britain were not made until 1917, declared
Johnson.

Further, he added, "the promises were mutual,"

l3See Wilson's sneech, September 5, 1919, Wilson

^
£,n o,
Addresses, pp. 620-dd.
aiscovered that it was
Jhantunc,_atJ:hef ^
1924)7~p. 381.

pence checked Johnson's claim and
verified by S. K. Hornbeck's
Temperley,
in
M. v.loSerence
t
Paris
(London,
conference a
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vith both Britain and France also gaining territories and
islands in the Pacific.

The treaty was unjustified because

there were no German vessels operating in that area.

All

of this occurred, Johnson concluded, while the United States
was persuading China to enter the war.

The United States

had promised China protection, he saidj

"We broke our

faith when we became a party at Paris of the Shantung grab
of Japan."

Then referring to the President, Johnson saids

Now the President himself has characterized this
part of the treaty in conversations with Senators
quite as harshly as I here characterize it.
He must have forgotten his conversations.
He certainly forgot his facts when he made his
defense of Japan at St. Louis,
In Kansas City Wilson painted a picture of the
devastation and suffering in Armenia.

He placed the burden

of the continuation of this suffering on the Senate for
delaying action on the treaty.

To this accusation Johnson

rsoliod that it was "unsound and as unfounded as the
President * s repeated utterance that the high cost of .living
is in part due to failure immediately to ratify the treaty."
He pointed to the fact that Armenia was not even mentioned
in the present treaty.

Instead it was in the Turkish Treaty

which the president had declined to present to the Senate.
Wilson had not even qiven the Senate any information on it.
Thus Johnson shifted the blame back to Wilson.

Again

Johnson concluded, "the inexorable facts make the issue
with him."
Johnson was interrupted continually by applause
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and cheers.

in the latter part of his speech, however,

he moved his audience to greater excitement.

He began by

accurately quoting Wilson as saying in' St. Louis that his
opponents were quitters.

Johnson saids

In an angry frenzy at St. Louis Mr. Wilson
exclaimed t "Let them show me how they will prove
that, having gone into an enterprise, they are
not absolutely contemptible quitters if they do not
see the game through." To what "game" does Mr,
Wilson refer? Is it the game he started to play
in Europe and did riot finish, or is it the game
that was played for him and in which finally he
supinely acquiesced? Is it the American game that
he so finely phrased when he went to Europe, or is
it the European and the Asiatic game?
The rest of his speech was dedicated to the answering of
these questions.

"The American people are not quitters.

They rose majestically and won a great war," he declared.
They had fought for certain goals.

They were ready to

stand behind Wilson at Paris, "no matter what it cost."
"Who quit the game," he askeo?

"Wilson," came the roar

from the galleriest
/jnerican people stood behind him when he
demanded open covenants of peace, Johnson explained.
The people supported him when he demanded freedom of the
seas.

They stood behind him when he asked that all

economic barriers be eliminated.

When he asked that

armaments be reduced the people supported him, Johnson
recalled.

After each of these statements Johnson concluded

that the American people had not quit, someone else had.
Each time the audience would shout that Wilson had quit.
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oGhnson continued this strategy.

He mentioned "a

free open-minded and absolutely impartial adjustment of all
colonial claims."

Johnson demanded the elimination of

secrecy and the right of self-determination.
that these goals had been ignored at Paris.

He claimed
He recalled

the right of sovereignty and then reminded the audience
of the Shantung agreement.

Again each time Johnson

concluded that the American people had not quit.

Each

time he received the same response from the axidience.
Johnson concluded his address by declaringj
This today is the game of which Mr. Wilson
speaks and this today is the game which Mr. Wilson
plays and all who will not play it with him he calls
"contemptible quitters." The American people will
play the American game and they will never quit.
They saw with sinking hearts as the days passed at
Paris when the flabbiness of good intentions surrendered
to sordid cynical old world diplomacy and finally
they held a'sad intellectual inquest over a dead
hope.
Johnson's strategy was a success.

He brought, the audience

in Chicago to a level of high emotion.
Senator Borah spoke next.

With such enthusiasm

he was able to excite the audience into chanting, "impeach
Wilson I"

The evening was a total success.

The speakers
14
had achieved more than they could have hoped for.
A

comparison between Johnson's opening address

and Wilson's reveals some interesting things.

Wilson

declared that his opponents dealt only with a small portion

^Johnson to his wife, September 11, 1919, Johnson
Papers.
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of the treaty in their speeches.

m fact, one of his

major strategies was to suggest that his opponents had
distoite^ the facts and thus were ignorant of the true
meaning of the document.

Johnson, on the other hand,

quoted Wilson extensively.

Wilson complained that his

opponents distorted the treaty but never presented any
of his audiences with a concrete example.

Johnson supplied

his audiences with several mistakes and distortion of the
facts by Wilson.

Wilson relied on his credibility;

Johnson relied on arguments backed with examples,
tried to maintain intellectual superiority.

He was "reporting"

to the people from his position as President.
no such pretense.

Wilson

Johnson made

He was a fighter and his goal was to

refute the President and to persuade his audience.
speakers were emotional:

Both

Wilson appealed to international

moralism; Johnson appealed to nationalism.

Wilson entertained

his audiences; Johnson did more than just entertain—-he
excited his audiences.
A comparison of the audiences is also very revealing.
Wilson's audience in Columbus was warm, but not overly
enthusiastic.

Although the hall in which he presented

his address was filled to capacity, there was not anything
like the crowd Johnson confronted in Chicago.15

The newspapers

reported that over fifteen thousand people fought to gain
admittance into the Auditorium Theater where Johnson spoke.

pence, p. 16*
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Thousands were turned away for lack of room.
were called twice to quiet the crowd,'^

The police

Wilson could not

claim the reception that Johnson and his associates had
received in Chicago.

When Johnson arrived in Chicago there

were constant cries that he would be the next President.^"''
Johnson was interrupted constantly during his address by
applause and cheers.

Wilson was only applauded when he

claimed that the league would remove any chance of war.

1B

Overall the President was disappointed with the size of the
turnout at Columbus.

19

Johnson, on the other hand, was

20
very pleased with the results of his first engagement.
Clearly, Johnson opened his campaign with more
success than Wilson.

When one considers that Wilson was

President and commanded more publicity, Johnson's immediate
success is even more significant.
the publicity disadvantages.

He was able to oveicome

He received front page

coverage even in those newspapers, such as the New_YorkjT^mes
which opposed him. 21

The positive reaction that he received

in Chicago and the following publicity helped to stimulate
public interest in him.
The next day Johnson spoke in Indianapolis, Indiana.

16y.„ vnrk American, U September 1919.
17lbid.
20Johnson

13 pence,

p. 1&*

J Ibid.

to his wife, September 11, 1919. Johnson

Papers.

2 1 k , v „ r k Times, U September 1 9 1 9 .
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Again he received an enthusiastic welcome.

Wilson had

addressed the people of Indianapolis a week earlier.

He,

too, had received a fairly enthusiastic response although
perhaps not as great as had Johnson,

Many of Johnson's

arguments were similar to the ones he presented in Chicago;
but his style was considerably different.
any parallelism as he had in Chicago.

He did not use

Moreover the

newspaper accounts seem to imply that his address was not
as lengthy as the one presented the night before.23
He opened his speech by quoting Wilson,

He referred

to his statement that those who opposed the treaty were
"little Americans."

Johnson saids

American but I am all American."

"I confess I am a little
His conclusion that he was

at least an American was probably a response to 'Wilson's
declaration at Kansas City, September 6, that he was a
"covenanter."24

This, of course, received prolonged applause.

Johnson suggested that American soldiers had not
fought for a League of Nations.

They fought for America.

"Friends of the League admit it is imperfect but say we
must try it because it is the only League of Nations

22Pence,

p. 18.

23This and, subsequent
mhcpnuent q
auotations
from the speech are
^ SepteB|ber
igig#
The
taken from
he~Nev; York Times, 12 September
speech can also be
September 1919.
1919, and t-be Fresno Republican,, j.
v
24See

Wilson's address^ in Kansas City, September 6,

1919, Wilson Addresses, pp.
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presented," Johnson said, referring to Wilson's claim that
unless the opposition had a better idea they had better
put up or shut up,"
refutation:

?5

Johnson offered an analogy in

"Under that theory I suppose if we had but

one egg and that egg was rotten we ought to eat it because
it was the only egg we had."
When Johnson asked the audience if they wanted a
League of Nations the crowd thundered, "NoI"

When he

referred to ex-President Taft, a league suppox-ter, as
"a distinguished ex-President whom many respect but none
follow," he elicited loud laughter and applause,
Johnson's first major argument was a response to
Wilson's assertion that the Senate was taking too long to
discuss the treaty and that the cost of living was rising
because of the Senate's preoccupation with other business.
He compared the two months that the Senate had so far taken
to discuss the treaty to the eight months that Wilson had
spent in Europe discussing the document.

He pointed to the

fact that the Senate was discussing the treaty in the open
and that Wilson discussed it in secrecy.
that

He concluded

"if any single individual can be charged with responsi

bility for the high cost of living that man is Woodrow
Wilson."

He further pointed out that the living costs

were the same in September as they had been in January and
December of last year.

25Ibid.,

Ke asked the audience why Wilson had

PP. 600-20.

not don. an^ thing earlier.

When he left for Europe Wilson

did not find the living costs to be of any importance,
Johnson declared.

But now Wilson claims that the cost of

living depends on the ratification of the treaty, "He
would frighten us by a cheap and specious statement devoid
of economic logic and wanting in any sound reason.

He

conveys his own dereliction by an unfounded countercharge,"
Johnson vigorously argued,
Johnson reminded his audience of a speech Wilson
presented to the Congress, December 2, 19181
When he had ample time for action last December
and might have prevented the subsequent continuance
of high prices these were his wordst "Our people
do not wait to be coached and led. Any leading
strings we might seek to put them in would speedily
become hopelessly entangled, because they would
pay no attention to them and go their own way.
The American businessman is of quick initiative."
Wilson's own statements clearly placed the blame where it
belonged.

"The ratification cf the treaty may increase

imports," Johnson a d m i t t e d , "but increase in exports will
not reduce prices at home."
Wilson, when speaking at Indianapolis, discussed
Article 10 of the covenant of the league.
senator Johnson said,

Responding,

"In the remarkable address of

Mr. Wilson to you a few days ago, he discussed the League
of Nations with his usual confusion of detail ana facts."
Wilson said that Article 10 was the "heart of the whole
bad business."
to the issue.

Johnson agreed that Article 10 was central
But he also claimed that that part of the
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league covenant made the United States s
. . . underwrite every territorial grab of
every other nation, every wrong and injustice done
to peoples, every bargain by which human beings
nave been handed about from one sovereignty to
another, every violation of natural right and
self-determination, every oppression of the strong
over the weak,"
Johnson reminded the people of Indiana as he had
the audience in Chicago, of the ideals Wilson had gone to
Europe with.

Finally he concludeds

Naively the President remarks that the secret
treaties hampered him at the Peace Conference and
embarrassed the whole settlement, Inferentially,
he conceded the wickedness of these secret treaties,
but he was neither hampered nor embarrassed to such
a degree as to cause him to stand manfully and
courageously for his officially expressed
principles. . . .
Not only did he abandon his principles and
abjectly surrender his idealism, but he became a
part of the secret treaties he denounces when he
united to making them the basis of action at Paris.
Johnson was frequently interrupted with applause
and cheers during the course of his speech.

The response

in Indianapolis was as enthusiastic as it had been in
Chicago.

When Wilson spoke in the Hoosier community a

New York Times reporter observed that people seemed confused
and unsure o£ what the treaty and the league really obligated
the United States to do.26

Johnson, however, captured the

entire sympathy of his audience.
observed that

The Washingtojjterald

"it was evident tonight at Tomlison Hall

that the President did not convert permanently all of the

2"pence,

p. I3-
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city to his point of view.

Senator Hiram Johnson of

California, delivering his second address on his speaking
campaign in behalf of the Senate reservationists, obtained
from his audience definitely expressed agreement.
Johnson elicited such excitement in his audiences that
Arthur Brisbane, a columnist, was stimulated to write
in the Mew York Americant
Have you observed the reception given to Senator
Johnson of California? He may be the Republican
candidate for President in 1920, and run against
Woodrow Wilson, with whom he is now competing in
a "persuade the people campaign." Johnson is one
of the few powerful men in this country with a
real programme and courage. He puts much in few
words.28
For the second time Johnson out-classed President Wilson
before the public.
The next day Johnson arrived in St. Louis where
he was met with almost unbelievable support.

Upon

arriving at the Coliseum for his evening speech^Johnson
received a fifteen minute ovation.

Wilson spoke before

an audience of almost fifteen thousand.

Johnson, according
29
to one source, spoke to fifteen thousand plus. " Dr.
John M. Simon, a Democrat and the former Mayor of St. Louis,
introduced senator Johnson to the audience.

This gesture.

».„Hnoton Herald, 12 September 1919, Johnson
Papers.
28Arthur

Brisbane, Ne«_York. American, 12 September

1919, Johnson Papers.
29
Francisco Examiner, 13 September
Sam Blair, S—•
troiti the speech are taken
1919. All subsequent quota
September 1919.
from the San Francisco_^xamiIb^±'
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a Democrat presiding, helped to dispel the accusation by
Wilson that his opponent's meetings were but mere political
rallies.
Often during the course of the night one could hear
shouts of, "Johnson for President."

Ke spoke earlier before

a luncheon, but both speeches he gave in St. Louis were
similar to a large degree.
the same.

His arguments remained much

In fact, Johnson relied on the same arguments

throughout his speaking tour.

His only deviation was when

he responded to arguments presented a day or two earlier
by Wilson.

For example, Wilson claimed in Ohio, Indian

apolis, and St. Louis that his opponents were ignorant and
did not understand the treaty.

Ha claimed that the

opposition was partisan and was attempting to use the issue
for political advantage.'1^'

In Sioux Falls and in later

speeches Wilson accused his opponents nou only of ignorance
but also of being pro—German.

In Sioux Falls Wilson said

that the choice was "between the League and Germanism."
He further claimed in other addresses that failure to ratify
the treaty would result in a government similar to the one
which now controlled Russia.32

Johnson waited until

30See

1919>

Wilson's speech in St. Louis, September 5,
Wilson Addresses, pp. 620-33.
31Ibid.,

p. 620.

??
.
cnoprh in Sioux Falls, September 8,
See Wilson o -57} for his statement on
1919, Wilson^ddresig, PPj
^
Communism see nis xvansas o
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St. Louis to respond.

Johnson argued that

"by casting

slurs upon his antagonists Wilson demonstrates the weakness
of his cause and, perhaps, the weakness of his intellect."
Johnson thus was able to attack Wilson's credibility and at
the same time cast doubt on the strength of Wilson's
arguments.

why Wilson lowered himself to ad hominem

attacks is unknown.

in any event, Johnson utilized Wilson's

loaded language to his own advantage.

He made Wilson look

like the desperate underdog and made himself look like the
one supported by the facts.

He did not need to lower himself

to personal attacks because he claimed the facts were on
his side.

This was one of Wilson's most critical errors,

and he continued to repeat the same personal attacks.
He did not learn from Johnson's response in St. Louis.
He seems never to have noticed that Johnson was trailing

him.

He simply ignored Johnson.

Johnson brought his St. Louis audience to their
feet when he declared thatt
American boys at Chateau Thierry stopped the
Germans and won the war. And they aid not ao it
for a League of Nations or for fourteen points
or because the European nations told them todo
it. They did it because American lives had
lost. They did it for America alone.
Thus Johnson denied that American troops had died to
save Europe as Wilson claimed, but rather had fought
for America.

Again Johnson brought the cheering crovd

, ••The real question in this
to its feet when he asserted.me *
m
, ^-L. ^
to do our duty as we see it
controversy is whether we are no
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in the future or whether we are to be subject to the will
of Great Britain and Japan."

He told the audience that

the real purpose of the League of Nations was to protect
and to guarantee the land that the Allies had grabbed.

That

was why, Johnson declared, Wilson combined the League of
Nations with the peace treaty into a single document. The
crowd responded with more cheers.
Johnson then asked the audience a rhetorical
question:

"Did the President, v/hen he was here, explain

why Great Britain was given six votes in the League of
Nations and the United States only one? [[There were shouts
of "No"

from the galleries.]

Of course he didn't, and

he never will, because he can't," revealed Johnson when
he answered his own question.

When Wilson was in St. Louis

he said that even if the United States did not ratify the
treaty nothing could prevent the things done under the
secret treaties.

In other words, there was no reason not

to sign the agreement.
analogy.

Senator Johnson replied with an

He said, "We don't have to become the partneis

of burglars simply because we can't prevent the burglary."
During the course of his speech Johnson orev a
Picture for the audience of Balfour from England, Vivianni
from Prance, and the representatives from Italy and Japan,
standing before the Senate of the United States preaching
^
ideals for which the war
~
time their "pockets were

vr-.c- bpino fought while at the same
was remg
y
Kninina with secret treaties they
bulging
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had made among themselves for the partition of the world
and the distribution of the spoils of war,"

During this

whole time they never told the United 'States of the
existence of these treaties, Johnson declared0

He further

pointed out the fact that Wilson denied ever hearing about
the secret treaties.

The Secretary of State made the same

denial, Johnson told the crowd,

But in 1917 the Secretary

of State concluded an agreement with Japan by which this
country recognized Japan's interests in China, claimed
Johnson,

This made Wilson and the Secretary of State as

guilty as the representatives of other countries for not
telling the American people about the secret treaties.
The weakest argument Johnson presented in St. Louis
was when he referred to the sxx votes of Britain ano only
one for the United States, for that very day Wilson
explained to his audience that even though Britain had six
votes they could not force the United States into anything
because the vote in the council must be unanimous and that
33
the assembly had no power,
in St. Louis, as in earlier cities, Johnson
continued to attract larger audiences than Wilson.
time he received greater applause.

Each

St. Louis was important

because Wilson was very pleased with the response that he

33see

Wilson 's

Spokane speech, September 12, 1913,

Wilson Addresses, pp. 150-63.
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3
received, ' but Johnson was able to make a better showing.

Whether or not the . aec that Wilson was speaking first
made any difference cannot be judged, ' i t i s e v i d e n t ,
however, that Johnson was more successful.

Sam Blair,

staff correspondent for Universal Service, interviewed
several people after Johnson spoke and he reported that
those who had agreed with Wilson when he addressed St. Louis
admitted that "they had not realized 'exactly what the
OK
league would do to the United States."'
Obviously,
Wilson's reliance on credibility hurt his cause when
Johnson seemingly confronted his audiences with hard-core
facts to refute the President's assertions.
Johnson's next address was presented in Kansas
City, September 13, 1919.3o

He was greeted by a sixteen

minute demonstration which according to reports rivaled
his St. Louis reception.

Wilson received only a four

minute ovation in Kansas City.

Johnson s speech was an

interesting mixture of past speechesj refutation to
remarks made by Wilson in Kansas City and refutation to
remarks made by the President the day before Johnson arrived
in the city.

Also, Johnson utilized the latest information

34M P W

York Times, 6 September 1919. .

35Sam

Blair, San Francisco Examiner, 13 September

.919.
36m, .
e u b <?eauent
quotations from the speech are
This and
nicle, 14 September 1919.
aken from San Francisco Chronaxia
•37

rp-imoc- 14 September 1919, Johnson Papers,
Washington Time^,
=> t
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that had become available through testimony before the
Foreign Relations Committee by William Bullitt, one of the
President's aides at Paris.
Johnson opened his address with a claim that
America was "standing at the crossroads."

One led to the

imperialistic control by European nations and the other was
the "straight and narrow path of Americanism."30

Then

admitting that this country has never been economically
isolated from the world, Johnson pointed out that America
was protected by a vast ocean that even Wilson or the
League of Nations "could not dry up."

He referred to the

League of Nations covenant as an "infamous nostrum" which
the President promised would.cure every ill.
stated, using his ending from Chicagoj

Johnson, then

"When the people

learned of the President's failure at. Paris, America held
an inquest over its dead hopes."
Johnson used the same method of showing that the
facts took issue with the President as he had used in
Chicago,

when he referred to the remarks by Bullitt in

his testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations committee,
however, he deviated from his previous speeches.

He quoted

Bullitt as confessing that "Secretary of State Lansing said
the American people would never accept it if they knew its
contents."
38Johnson ,had ..c-cvH
the same
phrase in petroit,
used the
P
July 4, 1919; see New York
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Johnson next referred to the President's statement
when he had spoken in Kansas City that the League of
Nations covenant would achieve disarmament.

in response

Johnson pointed out that disarmament was only optional.
Britain, he said, had already refused to decrease the size
of its navy.

He concluded that, "The members of the League,

even the United States, are not only not disarming but
are providing for the largest armies and navies in their
history."

"Wilson," Johnson claimed, "is now asking

Congress for a standing army of 576,000 men, with universal
training for 19-year-olds, costing practically a billion
dollars a year, and this at ci time when he is ushering in
the millenium with the League of Nations."
With the exception of Johnson's peroration, the
rest of the speech, was filled with arguments that he had
presented in Chicago and St. Louis, such as his argument
on Armenia.

His ending, on the other hand, was a response

to Wilson's latest claim that the six votes of Britain
were irrelevant because of the veto power of the United
States.

To this Johnson said that if the Unrted States

were party in a dispute it could not vote.

Secondly, any

member of the council could as* that the issue be voted
i ^.omhiv
This would mean that the
on by the general assembly*
, , nut"—voted by Britain in that instance.
United States could be out-\o^u *
-rnhnson said, only needed a majority
Moreover the assembly, John...
vote.

in his final remarKs Johnson said,
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In his peroration Mr. Wilson erriampd, »T
iTSr£Sr°£
*°r • Susl? ?haf«use
Snate| ^ is 9rEater than
the government""
t00f Y°^ and X' are fi9hting for a cause,
but the cause "is not greater than the United
States. It is the United States." . . . Let us
end the whole rotten business by defeating the
entire pact.
This statement resulted in hundreds of cries from the
audiencet

"Impeach WilsonJ"

The speech like all of the

previous ones was a total success.
more than he had hoped for.

Johnson achieved

What made Johnson especially

happy was that he exceeded the President in applause and
39
size of audiences.
Des Moines, Iowa, marked Johnson* s next appearance.
His speech was important, for he was speaking for the first
40
time in what Johnson termed enemy territory. *
Therefore,
he wanted very much to make a good showing.

Secondly,

after this speech, results of Johnson's argumentation
became apparent in Washington.

Newspapers reported that

the receptions that Wilson was receiving and the receptions
for Johnson were affecting Democrats in the Senate.

The

San Francisco chronicle reporteds
Fear that the President will be defeated more
disaJS^iy than nov appear.
of the Democratic lrrttation^^ thc president.8
has

failed not only to overwhelm the

39johnson

to sons, September 14, 1919, Johnson

40Johnson

aide to Johnson-s wife, September 16, 1919

Papers.
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3 sino'le vot« for the
covenant°nvh?^ n°
OCratlC
aoina owr M fv,
Senators have been
9
Sh° ®f ,to the reservationists almost daily.
The reception accorded Senator Johnson and
other opposition Senators in the West also has
aroused apprehensions that the sentiment of the
country is strongly adverse to the Wilson league.

Eight thousand fought for a place to hear Johnson
.. .
42
in Des ..omes.
He opened his address with a response to
Wilson's claim that opponents to the league were creating
and breeding Bolshevism in the country.

Johnson repliedt

I say that when the men in power, who are
sworn to uphold the Constitution, violate that
document they, and they alone, are responsible
for Bolshevism.
Bolshevism is born in the bosoms of the
women whose sons were drafted for a war with
Germany and are sent across the waters to be
shot down in Siberia.
The audience stood and gave a tremendous demonstration for
Johnson.

He aroused their hearts and sympathy.

In every

city that he spoke of the men dying in Siberia he received
the same response.

It was clear that public sentiment was

against involvement in Russia.
Johnson elicited a mixture of laughter and applause
when he attacked Wilson for denying knowledge of the secret
treaties before he left for Paris.

He alluded to the fact

that the President was either lying or was very stupid not
to know about the treaties.

"

Johnson asserted that the

Francisco chronicle, 16 September 1919.

^his'and
are taken from the San Fra

—__
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°r state learned about the

treatie.. rn th-: rail of 1317 and the Spring of 1918, well
before Wilson left for the peace conference.

Johnson

concludedi

If he hadn't heard of them it is an indictment
against his intelligence and his efficiency, if
he had heard of them, it's an indictment of another
sort with which ve will not deal.
America had not fought for the purpose of protecting
the spoils of war for the Allies.
America, Johnson claimed.

It had fought for

The audience was in total

agreement with the vociferous Senator from California.
He did not quarrel with the punishment of Germany, but he
did disagree with the secret treaties.

America should,

Johnson pleaded, at least refuse to become part of the
spoils.

Ratification of the treaty and involvement in the

League of Nations would be the same as giving sanction to

the secret treaties which the United States had fought to
eliminate.
Johnson refuted Wilson's claim that the opponents
desired to isolate America from the rest of the world.
America had always done what was right, and she would not
fail to stand for freedom and humanity, Johnson proclaimed.
When the time came America would gladly give up its young
to fight for the saving of civilisation and mankind.

Johnson invaded enemy territory and succeeded in
winning over his audience.

Des Moines was one of the
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President's most successful appearances.43

Wilson stressed

the Shantung agreement and asserted that the only way
America could return Shantung back to China would be in
another world war.

He did not answer Johnson's analysis

that it was still not right to become part of the agreement.
Concerning Shantung, Johnson, in a rare personal attack,
declared!

"Any man who defends the Shantung agreement is

mentally crooked."
admittingi

Johnson concluded his speech by

"We may not help China directly by refusing to

ratify the covenant but at least, then we will not be
party to a fraud."
There was only one argument that Wilson presented
in Des Moines that Johnson did not refute.

Johnson

ignored Wilson's claim that the League of Nations covenant
established a Magna Charta for labor.
deny,

This he could not

what Johnson did was to concentrate on those parts

of the treaty which he felt were enough to justify rejection.
In a sense then, Johnson was open to the attack that he
only dealt with a small part of the treaty and ignored
many good parts of it.

Nevertheless, Johnson found more

to disagree with in the treaty than Wilson could find
beneficial to the people of the United States.

The facts

bear out the statement that Johnson reversed some of the
sympathy Wilson aroused when he spoke at Des Moines.
Tnhn^on ventured on to meet the
From Des Moines jonnsor
. cinux Fa31s, south Dakota. A day
President's arguments m Sioux NU ,

43Pence,

p. 23.

later Johnson also spoke in Lincoln, Nebraska.
of the two speeches do not differ greatly.

The texts

in fact,

neither address deviated much from his earlier addresses.
Johnson continued to utilize the same arguments.

Since

Johnson s audiences were reacting favorably to his arguments
he probably saw no reason to change his strategy,

Wilson

was the one who should have switched to more popular
arguments, if he could have found any.
In Sioux Falls Johnson did, however, deal with
specific statements that Wilson presented when he spoke
in that city.'5 ^

For example, Wilson said that the choice

was between the league and Germanism.

Johnson referred

to that statement when he said that Wilson was asking, the
American people to make a fundamental choice.

The choice

was not between the league and Germanism though? it was
between the government of the United States ana a substan
tially new government.

He further stated»

We insist that the government of Washington
and of Lincoln and of Roosevelt, the republic
which we cherished and which has grown great
under the doctrine of Americanism, shall not be
, , K
H nvnri
ordship ^
Of eiaht
foreign
superseded
by an
overiorasiup
«
=
nations or by a super government in which our
voice will be but one of nine.

Johnson mentioned Roosevelt because he had once ranched
in south Dakota and Roosevelt had a particular high

44 , .
a cuhqeauent quotations from the speech
This and subseq
chronicie, 17 September
are taken from the
Francisco
1919; speech can also
?°und in C
Examiner, 17 September 191-;.
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credibility in that state.

Johnson probably mentioned his

name to bring back the memory to the people in the audience
that he had been Teddy's friend and running-mate in 1912.46

Other than Johnson's analysis of what he called a
"fundamental choice" the rest of the speech was almost
exactly the same as the one he delivered in Des Moines a
day earlier.

Moreover the audience was about the same size.

Eight thousand listened with enthusiasm to Johnson's every
word.

Several times he was interrupted by cheers and

applause.

The San Francisco Chronicle reported that:

"Eight days ago the President was here but the people were
disappointed somewhat by his failure to present concrete
arguments."46
Johnson.

They were not, however, disappointed with

His vigorous delivery with constant gestures

probably appealed to his audience because they were
"reminiscent of the days when Roosevelt" stumped through
the countryside.

Johnson's own excitement transcended ana

instilled itself in his audiences.

He never left a city

or town without leaving the people more excited than when
he arrived.

Wilson's less exciting delivery could not

compare with the vigorous delivery of Johnson. His
brilliance and experience as a lawyer not only allowed
Johnson to defeat his opponent in argumentation but his

45Ibid.
46San

»co Chronicle, 17 September 1919,
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vigorous delivery also overwhelmed his audiences.

Wilson's

great appeal to the population was quickly reaching the
point of total failure.

His opponents were overwhelming

him in the legislature; and Johnson was overwhelming him
before the people.

What once had been an impossibility in

Johnson's mind was now beginning to become a reality.

The

defeat of the treaty was now possible.
In Lincoln Johnson reiterated his previous arguments,
but because of requests for more information from the
audience he also added some analysis concerning Britain's
six votes and America's one vote.47

Johnson stressed the

fact that even if there were a requirement that the council
be unanimous the vote could be referred to the general
assembly where only a majority was necessary.

This meant that

Britain could outvote the United States in the general
assembly.

Moreover, Johnson claimed, the mere moral force

of the majority would compel the United States to succumb
to the wishes of the rest of the council.
the argument with the example of Shantung.

He illustrated
Even though the

United States was against the agreement and Wilson had
expressed his dislike of the secret treaties at the peace
conference he succumbed to overwhelming pressure and
allowed the treaty which surrendered Shantung to Japan
to be

incorporated

into the peace document.

He reminded

^W^bseouentJ-tatione-om ^fm9.
are taken from trie San Francx_—,——-
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his audience that in order for anything to have been
accepted at the pej^ce conference it must have been a
unanimous decision.

Even wi i o->n naa given
•
.
c.vc.11
xn .to pressure

and allowed the Shantung grab.

if he had refused there

would not have been an agreement on Shantung because of
Wilson* s veto power at the conference.
Johnson* s audience was very enthusiastic and seemed
to show agreement with him that Britain should not have six
votes.

Wilson did not speak in Lincoln.

ison, therefore, is not possible.

A direct compar

Johnson continued to

prove, however, that there was strong anti-league sentiment
in every state that he visited.
The same day that Johnson appeared in Lincoln he
received word from Washington urging him to return to the
Senate to defend his amendment which called for equal votes
43
for the United States and Great Britain.
He decided to
cancel his trip to California and end his tour in Minneapolis—
St. Paul.

Before arriving in Minneapolis Johnson stopped to
present a short address in Duluth.
and very sympathetic to Johnson.

The audience vas large

He didn't deal with any

issues that he had not already spoken of in any of his
,
49
earlier addresses.

"

„ discussed disarmament, Armenia,
be

48c,„ .n.nri.c Examiner,
49Text

19

of speech taken from

20 September 1919.

September 1919.

San

.Franci.sco sxaminer.
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Turkey, unequal, votes, and secrecy in his speech. He ended
his speech with a statement that was very similar to one he
had used in his June 2 speech before the Senate.
Wilson had not spoken in Duluth, but he had spoken
in Minneapolis-St. Paul.

it was in these cities, therefore,

that Johnson concentrated his attack in Minnesota.

He

presented three different addresses while in the twin cities.
The most important was presented before the legislature in
St. Paul.

It was important because Wilson had spoken to

the same group.

This address, then, allows for the best

comparison between the two speakers.

The legislature

several months earlier had sent a resolution to the Senate
asking that the treaty be ratified immediately.

Wilson

had been given a very warm reception from the assembly
and Johnson could have considered it hostile.
When Johnson spoke, however, almost all of the
members of the legislature jumped to their feet ana cheered
50
when he called for his "anti-league doctrine."
He
utilized the same arguments that he had used during the
entire trip.

If Johnson could be accused of repeating

himself during his tour his audiences did not seem to
notice or care.

They always cheered and applauded him,

and most importantly, they always seemed to agree with him.
He received such favorable responses that one guestions

50nt.il.delchia Northjasrissa,
Johnson Papers.

20 Septe,ifcer 1919'
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the statement that most n-F f-v,^
, r. .
the population favored the League
of Nations in 1919.^

The

,
tactions of Johnson's audiences

certainly seem to indicate the contrary.
The secono speech, given at the Minneapolis Armory,
was much longer than most of the speeches he had given on
his tour.

It was basically a combination of all his
52
addresses.
It included parts of his speeches he had
given in the Senate and parts of his speeches presented
in Chicago and St. Louis,

He spoke for well over an hour.

The audience did not seem to mind.

Throughout the speech

they interrupted with cheers and applause.

Other times the

crowd would cry of Wilson, "Impeach hirn."
When Johnson entered the Armory he was greeted with
thirteen minutes of applause.53

He opened his address by

congratulating the audience for coming.

He said that it

was sensational that the citizens of tnis country were
concerned enough to seek out information aboiit the treaty
and the League of Nations covenant.

He mentioned that the

country must be careful not to accept the peace agreement
just because the country was war-weary.

He repeated the

joke that he had used in earlier speeches that Taft was
a man many respected but none followed.

513ailey,
52This

He reiterated

Great Betrayal* p. 10.

and subsequent Rations from
taken from a copy reported by Ailixair
Johnson Papers.

the^P-cyre

53«.„ Franrisco Chronicle, 2! September 1919.
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his argument that the population had been tricked into
accepting the treaty by the war propaganda that they
themselves had paid for with their taxes.
that

"the war is over.

Then he said

The time has gone by when men

must hide their thoughts today.
and speak," he declared.

Let's be Americans again

This line was met with terrific

applause and cheers.
Johnson alluded to the fact that 'Wilson relied on
emotional appeal.

He said that, "whenever the President of

the United States descends from clouds, which he has been
riding in the past year [^terrific applause], whenever he
comes down upon solid ground where just common folks are,
the facts, the irrefutable and the inexorable facts confound
and confuse him."

He attacked the President for not

presenting to the people and to the Senate the proceedings
of what occurred in Paris.

When he attacked the president

for the secrecy at the conference cries for impeachment
were sounded.

He attacked his opponent for not publishing

the Austrian Treaty or the Turkish Treaty.

He accused

Wilson of withholding information from the American people.
"Only the senate stands as a bulwark between you and your
liberties," Johnson concluded.

He again received great

applause.

Johnson asked the audience if they knew who would
control the League of Nations.

He saiat
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23 W®P.raging in
the world" anc^ovei
ZJZZ
fl" p'-rxs are sitting now the
mpn vhn y,'
than anv qpt before them more force and more power
men -n 311 the wrld'Es history and
in?J,,SrL t
?
t? I
t1 dlrecti°R> 23 'Wars today. And
not alone that, but wars breeding out of the very
germs of the treaty of peace that was made at Paris.

The President claimed that the treaty would bring about
disarmament, but Johnson maintained that the treaty would
not create disarmament because it was only optional.

The

very moment that the President was claiming that disarma
ment was in the treaty he was asking for the largest standing
army in the history of the United States,
Johnson asked the audience why they should trust
the men who met in Europe.

He reminded them that these

were the same men who had come to the United States and
spoken in the Senate of idealism and the moral reasons
for fighting the war with "their pockets bulging with
secret treaties," Johnson said.
When he referred to Lloyd George and all that
the British Empire gained at the peace conference he

said,

"And I wish that we could have had a Lloyd George

to have represented the United States."

While Johnson

did not agree with what Lloyd George fought for at Paris
he did wish that the United States had had a man who would
• —. Instead the United
have fought for what America wa
., •
America to finance and
States had had Wilson who oblxg*
.
_rid Johnson claimed. Then
protect the rest of the worxc ,
• „ votes of Britain and the one
J ..
Johnson discussed the six
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vote of the United states in
r
- es m the League of Nations.
asked,

He

"If it doesn't make any difference who has six

votes, why didn't we take six votes for the United States
of America?"

[terrific applause]

»if it was a matter of

no consequence, why did Lloyd George so persistently and
insistently make his fight in that behalf?"
Johnson discussed the Shantung agreement in his
usual method.

He reiterated his claim that the United

States did not have to become a party to a burglary.

He

went on to attack Wilson for America's involvement in
Russia and then concluded that the whole agreement should
be rejected.
Finally, repeating his ending of June 2, Johnson
concluded his address.
He said,

He was met with prolonged applause.

"Be Americansl Be Americans, my friends!"

The

audience rose to their feet when they applauaed him.
The newspapers reported a slightly different
version of Johnson's address.54
afternoon speech.

They may have reported his

The arguments were the same, bur in

the version reported in the newspapers Johnson attacked
the President for stating that if Roosevelt were alive
,
. . _.
. •
he would ask for ratification.

k/

Tohnson said that this was
uonnson

,
j j fforgd from the account by
Newspaper a c c °unt;s
~ble that the papers relied
the court reporter. It was p.
Q f t h e speech taken from
on his afternoon address.
Chronicle, 21 Septemthe newspapers was from the Sag^|n|
ber 1919, New York Times, 21 y»epttn
Republican. 21 September 1 -- 1 '
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entirely false.

Roosevelt would have argued for the

rejection of the treaty.

The newspaper version, is not

nearly as long as the stenographer's copy, but the important
thing is that both versions report that Johnson received
tremendous applause for what he claimed.

Thus Johnson

ended his September stump highly successful.

He almost

every time exceeded the President's audiences.
longer ovations.

Ke received

Moreover the evidence indicates that he

was more successful in persuading his audience than Wilson.
His arguments seemed to be more substantive than Wilson's.
His delivery was much more popular with the people than

Finally, he proved that there really was a

Wilson's.

large amount of anti-league sentiment in the country.

The next day Johnson left for Washington to fight
for his amendment in the Senate.

He went saddened with the

thought that he was unable to travel to his home state and
speak.55

At least Johnson returned to the Senate with the

feeling that much of the population supported him.
was only beginning.

His fight

The next time he would take to the stump

to prove that Wilson was not correct, he would be in
California.

nart of Johnson's "persuade
In Chapter IV the final pare
• . w
cmussed. An overall evaluation
the people campaign" will be
ceorts to defeat the League of
will be made of his entire efforts to
Nations.

CHAPTER IV
JOHNSON*S FINAL SPEECHESs
SUMMING UP THE CAMPAIGN
After spending approximately a week in Washington
arguing on behalf of his amendment, Johnson announced to the
press that he intended to immediately travel to his own
state where he would continue his tour,^

His amendment

had not been voted on before he left, but Johnson
probably grew impatient waiting for action to be taken and
decided that he was of more use on the stump„

Because he

was able to pair himself with Senator Thomas Martin of
Virginia on every vote, Johnson \vas able to leave
Washington.2
Wilson completed his own tour before Johnson left
for San Francisco.

This time Johnson would have no

competition and he could say almost anything without fear
of being refuted by the President, who was ill at the time.
However, a disadvantage was evident.

Since Wilson had

completed his tour and had had to return to Washington,
and since the Senate was getting much closer , to a vote
,v,-Vitv that Johnson enjoyed
on the treaty, much of the publi
Y
1

^
26 September 1919.
San Francisco Exanumy,»

2Ibid.
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during the early

part

of hie tour shifted to a concern

with Wilson* s illness and the debates in the Senate.
Nevertheless, Johnson again too* to the stump and received
considerable publicity on his speeches in San Francisco.
The rest of his speeches, on the other hand, did not
receive more than passing comment by most newspapers.
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the
final portion of Johnson's speaking tour and to present
an overall evaluation of his stump speaking.

The

conclusion consists of an evaluation of his arguments,
style, and results.
Johnson arrived in San Francisco at the beginning
of October,

He was given a reception which was just as

3
enthusiastic as the one that Wilson received in the city.
While in his hometown Johnson presented three speeches.
He spoke before the combined women's clubs of San Francisco
at the Fairmont Hotel, and in another luncheon address at
the Palace Hotel before various business groups and
professional organizations of the city.

Finally he

appeared in the evening at the Coliseum for the benefit

of the general population.

This was basically the same

itinerary that Wilson had followed when he appeared in

San Francisco.
o
~
, ,5i. inns from the speech are
This and subsequent
2 October 1919j the
taken from the San FranciscoChj_--.
Times, 2 Octoter
speech can also be found in ,l7->Y ^frr"Ty 19» and" New York Times,
1319, Fresno Republican, - 0
2 October 1919.
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The content of the throe «-«,•, -u
speeches was very similar.
During his luncheon addre<?«;p^
duoresses Johnson was more specific

and used much more analysis than in his evening address.
In his evening address he used much simpler language and

examples, stressing his favorite arguments such as his
analysis on Shantung or the unequal votes.

It was not

that the arguments were <my different, but Johnson was
more careful in explaining them to the professional groups
of the city.

in other words, Johnson adapted to the

intelligence of his audience.

In all of his addresses,

however, he relied on the use of many of the same arguments,
phrases, and examples that he had used in the earlier
addresses of his tour.
The address before the various male organizations

at the Palace Hotel was probably his best appearance of the
three.

It was before this group that Johnson extended

his explanations and analysis of his arguments to such

a degree as to make them seem almost nondebatable.
Although he did a good job in all of the speeches, before
the various business and professional groups of the city
he vas particularly careful to be very logical and
. refutation at the Palace Hotel was
Johnson's refutation
^
refutation that Wilson presented
far superior to any of the ref

Persuasive.

during his tour.
an expression of how pleased
Johnson started with a.
• v.;*. home state and city. In the
he was at being back m h^-
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Coliseum he presented the same openi„3 with tears in his
eyes.

It was the only time that Johnson, during his entire

tour, opened with any kind of appreciation for being
allowed to speak.

in most cases he opened with a quotation

from Wilson or went directly into his arguments.
Johnson then moved into his usual analysis.

He

stressed that the country was at the crossroads of destiny.
The choice was between the European and Asiatic diplomacy
or Americanism.

Johnson asserted that the United states

was protected geographically by the great oceans that even
Wilson could not "dry up."
In his usual fashion Johnson related for his
audience the fourteen points that Wilson had preached during

the war and how they were forgotten at Paris.

He told the

audience the story of how the various representatives from

the allies had come before the Senate with the secret
treaties "bulging in their pockets" and declared idealistic
principles that they were fighting the war for.

Then

sarcastically he voiced his regret that Lloyd George had
not represented America at Paris.

auoting George before

the British Parliament Johnson asserted that he said that
"800,000 additional square miles of territory" had been
added to the British Empire.

The President, on the

other hand, Johnson claimed,

int-ina rainbows." When he
was "riding the clouds and pamti g
• <1
r p S t of the men, however,
descended to the ground with t; Even
him, Johnson repeated.
the facts make issue with hi

Professor Williams of the University of California, who

had been an adviser in Paris, admitted that the agreement
had been formed along the same lines as the secret treaties,
Johnson argued.
William Pullitt, one of Wilson's aides at Paris,
made clear in testimony that Lansing considered the League
of Nations to be useless, Johnson reiterated for his
audience.

Since England and France gained everything

they desired at Paris, Johnson asserted, they will never
vote for any changes in the league.

The mere fact that it

takes unanimous consent in the council means that the
wrongs could never be righted.

This was a somewhat different

approach than Johnson utilized in previous addresses..
Before he usually attacked Wilson by claiming that the
United States would be forced to vote with the other nations
in the league.

Later in his speech he did argue this way,

but he also used the unanimous vote argument that Wilson
stressed to deny his claim that many of the injustices in
the treaty could be rectified if the United states joined
the League of Nations.

This would never be possible

because any of the nations who wanted to prevent these
changes could merely use their veto power,

obviously,

Britain and France would never vote to give up
gained in the first treaty.

Johnson also stresse

a

that

hostility toward these nation-.

HP

—

he did not want any
lust did not want to

have to guarantee their

spoils-
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-r •>.

Johnson used this line to

respond to Wilson's claim that other nations would be
hostile toward the United states if it did not ratify the
treaty and join the League of Nations.
of suffering

J."O«

He accused Wilson

what he termed "irrational international

emotionalism."
In a response to the many telegrams that Johnson
had reportedly received from individuals and groups in
his home state demanding that he vote for ratification,
Johnson repliedi
Now, I do not care to refer to any of the
telegrams that have recently been sent to me.
But how little, my friends, did some gentlemen
understand me if they believed that, entering
upon a course for straight Americanism, I would
turn back because any man or set of men demanded
that of me.
Johnson felt that he v/as right and that no pressure could
change his vote.

Once again he reiterated his belief

that the vote on the League of Nations and the treaty
vas more important than political popularity.
His brilliance and ability as a lawyer were never
more aptly demonstrated than in his next argument concerning
the votes that Britain had versus the vote of America.
Never during his entire tour did he more thoroughly r
Wilson.

This is how Johnson was more specific in his

luncheon addresses.

In his evening address he used his

f j r i v aenercil, but in his
°ld analysis, thus remaining fair _ -

1

wnfprred to Wilson's statement

luncheon address Johnson reft
•.v
c -just as powerful as Britain 's
that America's one vote was J
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six in this manner i
you have been delighted
inef
n
d
e
r
i
n
delighted' todav
™
S and amazed wirld^is
today, at the mental arithmetic leger
demain by which these gentlemen on the other Side
Sx e
people that one equals
? equals one, and one equals thirty-two,
and thirty-two equals one.
* oorcplircont them upon the demonstration that
they have made, and 1 compliment them unquestionably
upon tno impression they may have made upon some of
our people. One equals six, and so it makes no
difference.
And 1 h a v e

no

d oubt

a^ a.
t

If it makes no difference, Johnson asked, why can't the
United States have six votes and Britain only one?

Why

did Lloyd George fight so hard for the six votes if it was
of no consequence, he further asked?
The President argued that since unanimity was
necessary the United States could never be outvoted;
Johnson reminded his audience that Wilson further asserted
that Britain had only one vote in the council just as the

United States had.

This was not true, Johnson argued.

It

was possible that other members of the British Empire could

sit on the council.

Since four of the seats of the council

were temporary and the general assembly votwd on

countries would fill these vacancies it was possible that
one or more of the British dominions could be. cho.
become a member of the council.

Johnson reminded his

audience that in the assembly Britain could
<Mted states and, therefore, had a good chance of getting
some of its dominions on the council,

Utter signed

by

on q

Wilson, Lloyd George, and Clemenceau

which clearly said that the

r ^
self-governing members of the
British Empire could be eligible
to
™ -v
y
Ae uo
on the council.
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This was not his only argument on this issue.
Further attacking V/ilson's claim that the assembly was
powerless Johnson responded:
hut the assembly is not a powerless body. it
is described by the President as a mere futile body,
amenf Rebating societyLet me make clear to you
that if this is a mere debating society then there
has boon practiced on the world the most egregious
fraud ever practiced in all the annals of time.
Because if the assembly be a mere debating society
then ve have an oligarchy of five great nations,
who are to forever rule the world, and the weak
must forever sit at their feet, dependent wholly
upon their bounty and good will and upon their
charity. That is so obvious it ought riot to
require argument to demonstrate it. You ask all
the world into the assembly: you make five permanent
members of the council, the five great powers, and
then you say your assembly is a mere debating society
and that the five great powers will forever rule and
do as they please, and the assembly can do nothing.
Johnson then proceeded to relate the powers of the
assembly to his audience.

It could vote on the temporary

members of the council and once the countries were chosen
any one of them could remain a member of the council by
merely exercising their right of veto in the council.
Any dispute in the world could also be put before
assembly, Johnson asserted.

T. TT=)C. +-v,e final reservoir
It ^a

of power in the league.
After having disposed of Wilson- s arguments on
the votes Johnson moved on to attacK Wilson
that the league would achieve disarmament. Johnson
_.
_rrent was only optional
^iterated his argument that disa
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and that Britain and Japan had refused to decrease their
Further he pointed out that Wilson was asking

navies.

for the largest standing army in the history of the united
States.

This, he concluded, was not disarmament.
Johnson also repeated his claims that already

American troops were being sent to Silesia, Siberia, and
the Rhine by the secret agreement made at Paris.

Johnson

talked about the Shantung agreement and concluded that
there was no justification for its acceptance?
Just think of it. Four nations bound by secret
bargains. Four nations saying that they would
recognize the secret treaties. Four nations
rendering a decision concerning Shantung, and the
President naively says to a California audience
that these same four nations of the League of
Nations will right the wrong.
Johnson ended his speech with his well-known phrase that
there was no need to become part of a burglary.

During all of his addresses in San Francisco
Johnson was wildly applauded and cheered,

originally

the newspapers predicted that he would surpass bilson

in applause at the Coliseum but that Wilson would receive
greater applause before the afternoon audiences.

Following

his addresses, however, even Wilson's supporters admitted ^
that Johnson surpassed the president before the luncheons.
It at one time the press could have claimed that most of

San Francisco was entirely in support of Wilson and

v

4

•

2 October 1919; the supporter
,. tor 0f the F£££J}2

San Francisco Examine^.* -vho was quoted was Chester Rowel 1 >
tgoublican.
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treaty, it could be claimed no longer.
Johnson-s next major appearance .as in ^

togeies.

Again he was rewarded with the usual tremendous reception.
Kis speech was reported to have been almost two hours long.
The speech itself was not really that long but Johnson was

continually interrupted by cheering.

„is audience was no

less enthusiastic than had been normal in his earlier
ones.

Over seven thousand people had come to listen to

Johnson.

Joseph H. Call, a prominent lawyer and Democrat,
presided over the meeting.

Johnson constantly had Democrats

presiding at his meetings.

As mentioned earlier, it was

probably a strategy to avoid the accusation that the
meetings were only political rallies.

The content of his

address was no different than his past speeches.
the same well-known phrases and conclusions.

He used

His scyle

engendered the usual excitement and emotionalisms
After a day's rest at his home in San Francisco
Johnson's next two appearances vere in Portland, Oregon,
aod in Seattle, Washington.

Neither speech received a

Sreat amount of publicity.6

He received standing ovations

5Text

taken from the SariL^fJ^Hilrei^SSes^agreei
ber 1919; the reports of the LBy the
was silRllar
the text but disagreed with
whi.ch
ence. I could find no other paper
he Times report.
®Complete texts were
^a^cessary!°*"
ches a reliance on excerpts wa-=

. .
in both cities and, as was normal for him, he was
continually interrupted by cheering.
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The content of

his speeches was exactly the same as his earlier addresses.
in Portland he spoke to a crowd of over eight thousand

persons.

In Seattle he spoke to over seven thousand,

more than listened to Wilson when he appeared in the

7
city.

Before Johnson arrived in Portland he was of the

opinion that he was again in enemy territory^j but

following his address William Jordan, a staff correspondent
for Universal Service, wrote j
His party was told as members of it left with
Senator Johnson after tonight's meeting that the
like of his speeches had never before been heard
in this Oregon metropolis which he swayed by the
very honesty of his tremendous appeal.
His addresses in Oregon and Washington were completely
successful.

His popularity continued to increase during

his stump speaking tour.
Following his appearances in Portland and Seattle
Johnson managed to make two short presentations in Spokane,
Washington, and Butte, Montana, before arriving in Salt Lake
City for his final speech of the tour.
Johnson received excellent receptions.
"ece applauded and cheered.

Both addresses

Approximately five thousand

7San_Francisco_ExaTniner*
es.-,n

In both cities

9 October 1919.

»,nciaco vxeminer. 8 October 1919.

9Ibid.

in both cities and, as vas normal for him, he was
continually interrupted by cheering.
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Before Johnson arrived in Portland he was of the

opinion that he was again in enemy territory®j but
folloving his address William Jordan, a staff correspondent
for Universal Service, wrote»

His party was told as members of it left v?ith
Senator Johnson after tonight's meeting that the
like of his speeches had never before been heard
in this Oregon metropolis which he swayed by the
very honesty of his tremendous appeal."
His addresses in Oregon and Washington were completely
successful.

His popularity continued to increase during

his stump speaking tour.

Following his appearances in Portland and Seattle
Johnson managed to make two short presentations in Spokane,
Washington, and Butte, Montana, before arriving in Salt Lake
City for his final speech of the tour.

In both cities

Johnson received excellent receptions.10
•ere applauded and cheered.

Approximately iive tho
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crowded into the armory at Spokane to hear the vociferous
Senator from California.
Johnson- s speech in Butte was prompted by a
special invitation from the citizens of that city for his
appearance.

Even though he accepted the invitation just

a few hours before he presented his address there was a
large turnout to hear him.

His reception was no different

than had been any of his past receptions.

His audience

cheered him consistently and the enthusiasm seemed to
indicate that the citizens of Butte were on Johnson's
side of the controversy.^
Although Johnson's speech in Salt Lake City was
not particularly unusual, the appearance was important.
For the first time during his tour Johnson experienced
hecklers.

He handled them very well according to reports.

"Those who have interrupted me call themselves idealists,
Johnson exclaimed.

And then he said, "In their eyes it is

a reproach to be an American."

Following the interruption

Johnson vas spurred on to extreme emotionalism and ^gain
an^

again he brought the audience to its feet cheering.

It was one of the' largest audiences he had experienced since
he began his tour.

Thousands

did not seem to min

Philadelphia], 11 October 1919.
11
n,-nns from the speech are
+
This and subsequent quo "
0c^Oker 1919.
taken from the Salt Lake Tribune*

were forced to remain standing to hear

Johnson.13
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The rest of Johnson's address was nothing more
than a continuation of his earlier addresses.

His ending

was similar to the one he used in his June 2 speech before
the Senate.

Tired by this time and anxious to get back

to Washington, Johnson seems to have run out of things to
say. Only so many arguments were possible and Johnson
used most of them.

Despite the hecklers Johnson's

reception in Salt Lake City was just as enthusiastic as
, , reception
.
. 1 4
the
Wilson received.
Johnson ended his tour with the feeling of
success.15 He entered into the Senate just two years
earlier and voted for a declaration of war with Germany.
He supported Wilson and the war with the best of motives.
He still supported the ideals for which the war had been
fought. He believed that Wilson compromised his ideals
at Paris, but Johnson was not accustomed to compromise.
He had fought and beaten corruption and fraud m California.
During the league controversy Johnson saw himself a
American idealist fighting against international corruption
«M deception.

This was the basis for his attacks against

the peace proposal.
t. „ ^nrinn the tour and his
Evident in his speeches during

"Washington Post. 12 October 1919.
"ibid.
,-

. -

San Francisco_Chronicl£,

13 October 1919t
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private letters to his
sons is an
=>« extreme dislike for
f
j.*> son,
Wilson.

Johnson was convinced that Wilson was nothing

more than an opportunist seeking to be written by history

as a "savior of mankind" and a "ruler who freed all nations
and established world democracy."16

Therefore, much of

Johnson s attack against the league and the peace proposal
was concentrated in an attempt to discredit Wilson.

He

often attacked Wilson for the inconsistencies in his

speeches.

He was always quick to point out that Wilson

was keeping the American people from knowing what
occurred at the peace conference.

He pictured Wilson

as a confederate in duplicity attempting to bind America
to European diplomacy through his secret agreements at Paris.

A large portion of Johnson's speeches of his
stump consisted of quotations from Wilson.

He quoted

Wilson's fourteen points such as his statement on "open
covenants openly arx'ived at," and pointed out the secrecy
at Paris.

Another one of Johnson's favorites was to

point to the secret treaties and challenge Wilson s
ability or honesty.

Wilson's speech on December 2, 1918,

provided popular material for Johnson's speeches.

Fina

y

Johnson loved to quote Wilson as admitting the
Shantung agreement was regrettable and then to poi
Wilson's later justification of it before the public.

16See Johnson to Amy Jolxnsg"| e^sity'of California,
V
Johnson Papers, Bancroft Library, Lnivers y
Berkeley.
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Wilson relied on credibility when he went before the
general population.

Johnson, on the other hand, successfully

and sometimes brilliantly attacked Wilson's credibility in
his speeches.
persuasion.

He thus neutralized much of Wilson's

He made it difficult for the public to

believe a man who seemed so inconsistent.

Johnson not only attacked Wilson's credibility
but he was also quite capable of presenting substantive
arguments.

He did not rely, as some historians asserted,
17 As much of this thesis demonstrates,
on emotional appeal.
Johnson utilized several logical arguments.

His most

important one was his attack on the secret treaties.

Most

of the population agreed with Johnson that the Shantung
agreement was a disgrace and that the other secret treaties
at the conference should not have been accepted,

tor his

evidence he quoted Wilson himself and then he quoted
Bullitt or Secretary of State Lansing.

Nowhere in any of

Wilson's speeches were these statements denied.
A

second very popular argument was Johnson's

constant opposition to sending American uroopa. overseas
to defend the coal mines of Silesia or to remain
Rhine until 1951.

He gained much sympathy from his

audiences vhen he attacked Wilson for the Russian intervention.
Much

of the public was highly opposed to the action in

17Thonas

A. Bailey,
New
York.
Betrayal (New York KacHillan coopany,

and

the Great
p. "24
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Siberia.

He stirred the emotions of his audiences vhen

he referred to the deaths of American boys and innocent
people in Russia.

Wilson, on the other hand, never

discussed the intervention in Russia.

Johnson's refutation was demonstrated through his
attacks on the unequal representation in the League of
Nations.

Every time Johnson mentioned the six votes of

Britain and the one vote of the United States his audiences
rose in agreement with his opposition.

When Wilson

responded, Johnson extended his analysis and refuted
Wilson's explanations.

In San Francisco Johnson reduced

Wilson's argument to absurdity.
When Wilson said that the treaty would cause,
disarmament Johnson always replied that under the treaty
the United States would have the largest standing army in
its history.

Wilson used ad hominem attacks ano Johnson

used them successfully to show the weakness in Wilson's
arguments.

Whenever Wilson attacked the Senate for

delaying ratification Johnson responded with a reminder of
how long it took Wilson to discuss the treaty in Paris.
Johnson did an excellent job of refutation during his cour.

Johnson's delivery was sxiperior be^oie larg
audiences.

An energetic speaker, Johnson was always

Pictured with a closed fist hammering hi~> hand
Palm of his other hand.

His style was emotional.

rapidity of delivery always ga . intensity.

His meetings were

The

one the impression of
of a
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religious evangel,ist, in which he constantly brought his
audience to a level of high emotion.
Johnson liked to coin phrases.

The most popular

during his tour were phrases like America is at the
"crossroads of destiny,

one leads to European diplomacy

and the other leads to the straight path of Americanism."
Two other popular ones were, "the inexorable facts take
issue with Mr. Wilson," and the description of Wilson as
"riding on the clouds painting rainbows."

He almost always

received laughter and applause when he claimed that, "just
because you have only one egg and that egg is rotten does
not mean that you have to eat it."

The audience roared

when he said, "just because you can't prevent a burglary
does not mean that you have to go into partnership with
the burglar."

Often his words were almost poetic.

They

had rhythm and alliteration, such as his constant phrase
that Wilson "picked the taxpayers' pockets to poison trie
public mind."
In comparison with Wilson, Johnson almost always
18
drew larger audiences. Even Wilson admitted t is.
The receptions he received were often described
unparalleled in history.1"'

The response of the Minnes

Legislature which changed their view of the league

18Mark Sullivan,
1125 (New York, Charles sHHoT^s Sons,
1q
.
•
-In the Johnson Papers; no
Newspaper clipptn<?
source given.

demonstrated his ability at persuasion
ptrouasion.

u was probably
He
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sore successful than Wilson because he seemed to the
audience more specific and factual than the President.
Wilson, on the other hand, seemed to deal only in
generalities, never dealing vith specific arguments,
Johnson also made Wilson look as if he was
constantly distorting or misrepresenting the facts.
Although both were probably distorting the facts, as
one newspaper editorial was quick to point out,20 Wilson
never demonstrated that Johnson was distorting anything.
For example, Johnson's interpretation of Article 11 of the
covenant that said that any nation could bring to the
league any issue which affected international relations
was probably a far stretch from reality.

It was unlikely

that anyone in the league believed that this meant that
any nation could interfere in the internal affairs
another.

Rut Johnson nevertheless enjoyed claiming that

Article 11 would allow the colored nations of the world
to intervene in the racial affairs of Southern States.
Johnson probably realized that this was unrealistic

because he seldom used this argument.

The important

thing is that, while both speakers distorted some things,
Wilson was the one who seemed to get caught at i".
»• caught because his opponent pointed it out.

20Fresno

Republican. 13 September 1919.

Perhaps
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Johnson vould not have been so successful if Wilson had
highlighted his distortions.
Finally one wonders whether or-not Johnson's
tour had any effect on the results in the senate. Following
Johnson's tour the treaty was defeated for the first time in
21

the Senate.

One reporter who followed Johnson's stump

claimed that his popular success was of tremendous importance
22

in the Senate.

While this may be somewhat overly

complimentary it was probably true that Johnson's
demonstration that there was large sentiment in the country
against the treaty reinforced those Senators who were very
worried about public sentiment.

Whereas they might have

been reluctant to vote against the league, they were no
longer worried.

Of course, there is no proof that Johnson

changed any of the votes.

But Albert J. Beveridge wiote

to Johnson after the defeat of the treaty sayings
Hearty congratulations J This is the greatest
victory for America since the government was
founded a n d w e c o u l d n o t h a v e w o n x tr w l t n ° ^ d
fearless, powerful fight you made. I am
that your two speaking tours throU^°"\^uaS
were the last necessary influence tha
things our way.^3
Johnson undoubtedly made an important contribution to

"congressionalRecord, 66th Cong., lot sess.,

ivember 19, 1919, pp. 8802-0-:-.
22A.

McSween [Philadelphia] North_AS£rican, 4

-tober 1919.
"Albert J. Beveridge to Johnson, November 22,
*19, Johnson Papers.

defeat of the treaty and the League of Nations when he
went before the public to voice the arguments of the
opposition.
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